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THE ROXAN TEAM
LOUISE MERCER
07495 112 913
Scotland/North England

I have a background in agriculture having studied Rural 
Business Management at Craibstone in Aberdeen. I came  

to Roxan after 5 years in the auctioneering industry. 

JUSTIN REES
07870 517 729
Shropshire & North Wales

I have extensive experience of large herd  
management in both the UK and New Zealand and 

have worked for KiwiKit for over 10 years.

LAURA SMITH
07951 969 087
Midlands/North England

I studied International Equine and Agricultural  
Business Management at The Royal Agricultural University.  

I’m a member of The Farmers Club, having previously worked in 
the agricultural recruitment and retail sector.

JOHN DAVIES
07971 262 772
West Wales

I rear beef calves on our family farm in West Wales and i’m 
passionate about maximising grass use by utilising electric 
fencing. I played professional rugby for Llanelli Scarlets and  

won over 30 caps for Wales.

JOHN SYMONDS
07766 221 011
South/South West England

Based in Somerset I have worked in the farm  
identification industry for some 20 years and now I bring my 
wealth of experience and technical knowledge to the Roxan.

TIM NIXON
07827 838 054
South England

Hi my name is Tim Nixon and I have 20 years of dairy farming 
and 16 years of agricultural sales. Please give me a call if I can 

be of any help to your farming business. 

SONIA MCBRIDE 
07961603984
Ireland

JULIETTE EATWELL
07535 552 871
South Wales

I studied Agriculture with Animal Science at Harper Adams 
University, and I have experience working on a range of farming 

systems from dairy to pigs.

Based in Co Antrim, Northern Ireland, I studied Business 
at University. I came to Roxan after working in sales/

customer focused roles for over 25 years.

CARWYN MORGAN
07805 041 637
Mid & South Wales

I grew up on the family dairy farm  
and I have previous experience in agricultural sales.

PHIL SCOTT
07957 703869
Scotland/North England

 I come from a farming background and am experienced 
working within both the Dairy and Beef Industry. For the last 
10 years I have been working in the Farm supplies business.

DEI WILLIAMS
07507 611 195
North Wales

I studied agriculture at Glynllifon before proceeding to Aberystwyth, 
achieving a degree in agriculture with countryside management.  

I have over ten years experience in the dairy sector and now I  
live on a smallholding with his family in Blaenau Ffestiniog.

WYN JAMES
07557 147 151
Mid & West Wales

I previously worked on the family farm in  
Aberystwyth and in the AI industry before joining KiwiKit. 

THE KIWIKIT TEAM
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DIGITAL COMMUNITY

Find out  
about the latest 
products, sales 
and giveaways! 

Follow us on 
social media.

ROXAN MAIN OFFICE
01750 724 110
Pheasant Mill, 
Dunsdale Road,
Selkirk
Scottish Borders
TD7 5DZ

OUR OFFICES

KIWIKIT MAIN OFFICE & STORE
01584 879 959
Unit 6, Aston Hill Road
Craven Arms Business Park
Craven Arms
Shropshire
SY7 8NU

KIWIKIT WELSH OFFICE & STORE
01239 213120
Unit 8a, Parc Gwynfryn
Crymych
Pembrokeshire
SA41 3RQ

@wildwelshshepherdess@mel_irvine@dannythefarrier@thedairydaughter

@cupsoncows
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SHOP ONLINE!

Prefer shopping  
online?

 
Visit us.

www.kiwikit.co.uk
www.roxan.co.uk
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It’s been a challenging 12 months but like 
everyone we are looking forward to a fresh start 
in 2021 as the restrictions ease and we can all get 
back to some normality and resume some of the 
face to face contact and meetings we miss at your 
farms, shows and other events.

As part of that fresh start, we are also doing 
things a little differently by launching our first 
joint KiwiKit and Roxan catalogue and bringing 
both teams and product lines closer together to 
serve you, our customers, better.

As always, we have some exciting new product 
offerings, alongside the ones you already know 
and love, bringing the best innovation from New 
Zealand and across the globe with quality brands 
you can trust to get the job done whatever the 
demands of the farm or weather throw at them.

 Know us already? Check out our Coming Soon & 
New Arrivals from PEL Electric Fencing, Stallion 
feeders, Mongrel Boots, Kaiwaka clothing, and a 
new range of Tissue Sampling and Z tags.

For me, it’s the people in our team as much as 
the products that makes a difference at KiwiKit 
& Roxan. All the team are passionate about what 
they do and committed to giving honest advice 
and excellent service. We want you to get to 
know them and benefit from the knowledge and 
the personal and local service they can offer you. 
We can pull in know-how and experience on the 
products and farming practises from right across 
the team. Find your local representative on page 2 
and ask for their help.

In closing I would like to thank you, our customers 
for your continued business and support and re-
assure you that we continue to work hard to bring 
you the latest innovations out of New Zealand 
along with providing expert advice and customer 
service.

Andrew Jackson,  
Commercial General Manager UK & ROI 
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TPU/PU TOUGHSIDER SOLE 
Mongrel’s ToughSlider soles promote both comfort and durability. The maximum 
temperature in which TPU/PU soles can be used – intermittent contact up to 
130°c and continuous contact up to 110°c. Chemical contact – avoid use with 
strong acids and alkalis >10% concentrations such as hydrochloric and sulphuric 
acids and caustic soda. The soles are oil resistant.

AIRZONE COMFORT SYSTEM 
Increases comfort and safety by making the action of walking far smoother, thus 
lessening fatigue

ORTHOTEC PU AIR INNERSOLE 
OrthoTec innersole is constructed using a foam material which  
with specific computer aided design allows air to circulate around  
the foot, keeping the wearers feet cooler and drier. Moisture  
reduction means less odour and harmful fungus and bacteria, 
even over time.

Victor Footwear has been making  
boots for Australian workers since 1930. 
Mongrel Boots are made in Sydney using 
state of the art equipment, ensuring world 
class technology and innovation for safety 
and comfort. 

Made of tough, durable plastic  
with rounded edges to make it easy  
for transporting and cleaning. Complete  
with steel brackets and screw in peach  
teats, they are easy to take off  
to ensure a hygienic clean.

260H X 250W X 700L 
25 Litre Volume
5 Teats (Peach Teats Included)

OIL KIP ELASTIC SIDED BOOT

COMING SOON & NEW ARRIVALS

STALLION MEGA MM5 CALF FEEDER

COMING SOON

COMING SOON

NEW 
ARRIVALS 
& COMING 
SOON

Photo credit: Rhian Hughes
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KAIWAKA WORKMATE RANGE

COMING SOON & NEW ARRIVALSCOMING SOON & NEW ARRIVALS

COMING SOON NEW ARRIVALS

KAIWAKA CAMO HOODIES

The Stormforce Workmate range of outdoor workwear is 
quality-designed and custom-constructed with both farmers 
and tradesmen alike. Built to tough it out, match your grit 
and have your back whatever the weather’s doing, this is the 
ultimate in high tech, high viz protection, offering supreme 
weatherproofing, comfort and on- and off-the-job style. 
Guaranteed 100% windproof and 100% waterproof.

Now you can conquer the outdoors in style, 
because this half-zip hoodie has good looks to 
match its high performance. It’s popular with 
all kinds of outdoor workers, including farmers, 
vets and engineers. It’s also a hit with outdoorsy 
types seeking camo hoodies for hunting and 
fishing, water-resistant ski hoodies and  
hiking hoodies.  

Features
• Unique twin-skin technology, offering 

a double layer of wind and rain-proof 
protection

• Outer layer precision engineered from 
robust 600D rip-stop fabric 

• Quality construction, designed for long-
lasting, hard-working wear 

• High frequency welded / sealed seams 
for a strong, steadfast seal 

• The outer fabric has a waterproof rating 
of 20,000mm, with a breathability 
rating of 10,000mm/m2-24 hours. 
Which is laminated to a waterproof and 
breathable liner, and a 40D Tricot backer

The benefits of a superior  
outdoor camo hoodie 
• Windproof and water-

resistant: PU middle layer 
resists water and won’t let the 
wind through 

• Stretchable: Four-way stretch  
ensures the garment moves 
with you 

• Breathable: Even when it’s 
resisting wind and rain, the 
three-layer fabric still allows 
internal moisture to get out 

• Lightweight: Lighter than the  
average wilderness hoodie 

• Triple layer microfleece and PU fabric 
• Water-resistant half-zip front opening 
• Full-face hood with drawstring & toggle adjustment 
• External chest pocket with water-resistant zip closure 
• Two lined hand-warmer pockets 
• Velcro cuff adjustment 
• Extended tail flap for extra warmth  

average wilderness hoodie 

HALF ZIP        £109.95 (exc VAT) FULL ZIP        £114.95 (exc VAT)
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COMING SOON & NEW ARRIVALSCOMING SOON & NEW ARRIVALS

NEW ARRIVALS NEW ARRIVALS

PEL 46J MAINS ENERGIZER 

418i UNIGIZER

The PEL 46000W Mains Energizer offers a powerful alternative to 
the PEL 836RS/R models, for farmers that want a great performing 
energizer with an intuitive interface. With Bluetooth and Wi-Fi 
compatibility, the Datamars Livestock Farm App provides the ability to 
monitor and control the energizer from a phone.

• Choose from either mains, 
battery or solar energy.

• Cyclic Wave™ technology 
• Low energy terminal 
• Solar compatible Remote 

capable (remote sold 
separately 806742) 

• LCD voltage display 
Indicator lights   
(voltage and battery) 

• Battery saver
• Day/Night sensor  

- pulse speed
• Large terminals
• Low Interference

Powers up to 460km/640 acres/260 hectares of fence 
46 Joule Output Energy, 68 Joules stored. 

Powers up to 180km/270 acres of fence wire 
18 Joule Output Energy, 24 Joules stored. 

PEL BUNGY CORD
ROXAN: 880 0013-043
KIWIKIT: T821460 

PEL EXTREME BRAID 
ROXAN: 880 0013-041
KIWIKIT: T821497

PEL PREMIUM BRAID 
ROXAN: 880 0013-040
KIWIKIT: T00204

PEL POLI ROPE 
ROXAN: 880 0013-038
KIWIKIT: T00153

PEL EXTREME TAPE
ROXAN: 880 0013-036
KIWIKIT: T00105 

NEW PEL Braid, 
Poly Tape, Poli 

Rope, and Bungy 
Cord. 

WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL BATTERY POWERED ENERGIZER

BOTH 46J &  
418i ARE FOR  

PROFESSIONAL  
USE ONLY. 

Colour - White/Black
Conductors - 6 x 0.20SS
Resistance – 4.26Ω/m

Colour - White/Blue
Conductors - 9 x 0.20SS + 
2 x 0.25CU 
Resistance – 0.17Ω/m 
Breaking Strength – 88kg 

Colour - White/Red, 
Conductors - 9 x 0.20SS 
Resistance – 2.60Ω/m 
Breaking Strength – 88kg 

Colour - White/Red, 
Conductors -  5 x 0.20SS + 
1 x 0.25Cu
Resistance –  0.38Ω/m
Breaking Strength – 432kg 

Colour: White/Blue
Conductors: 4 x 0.25SS +2 x 
0.25Cu with cross conductors 
Resistance: 0.17Ω/m 
Breaking Strength: 168kg 

Thickness: 7mm 
Length: 50m 

Thickness: 3mm 
Length: 400m 

Thickness: 3mm 
Length: 400m 

Thickness: 6mm 
Length: 200m 

Thickness: 20mm 
Length: 200m 
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NEW ARRIVALS NEW ARRIVALS
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EASE
The process of 
loading the tagger 
and taking a sample 
is almost identical to 
tagging an animal.

ROBUST
Made to withstand 
the tough outdoors, 
no fiddling around 
with small,easily 
breakable containers.

DUAL TESTING
Our Tissue Sample  
allows testing for 
both DNA and BVD.

SPEED
Quick to load the 
tagger, one or two 
clicks and you’re done!

RELIABLE
The sample will not  
leak or contaminate 
other samples while  
on transit to the lab.

HIGHLY VISIBLE
Easy to find the  
sample container if it’s 
accidentally dropped.

UNIVERSAL  
TAGGER
Can be used to  
apply various tags 
within our range.

HIGH QUALITY
Our dry desiccant  
is proven to preserve  
a higher quality  
sample.

EASY STORAGE
Samples can be stored 
for up to 6 months at 
room temperature.

TISSUE SAMPLE TAG (TST)

TISSUE SAMPLE ONLY (TSO)

The TST combines tissue sampling and animal identification into 
one, providing fast and clean collection of a tissue sample to test 
for genetics and disease.Both the container and the visual ear 
tags are labelled with the same ID number.  
 
During the ear tag application, a tissue sample is collected and 
hermetically sealed, with preservative, in the sample container. 
Samples can then be sent to a laboratory for testing, without the 
need for special packaging or refrigeration. The remaining visual 
tag is used for animal identification.

The TSO sampler takes a fast and clean collection of a tissue 
sample to test for genetics and disease.  
 
No longer will farmers need to swab mouths, use messy blood 
cards or add extra ear tags just to collect DNA. The Z Tags Sealed 
sample vial before/after application reduces contamination risk  

• Sealed sample vial before/after application reduces contamination 
risk

• Pre-loaded desiccant to ensure tissue sample preservation
• Large tab for easy retrieval for sampling and laser marking
• Lab testing process can be automated with sample transfer  

into 96 well microtiter plates 
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The fully automatic  
sheep tag applicator! A 
time saving and organised 
system ideal for single 
handed use on both large 
and small flocks.

FREE

REPLACEMENTS * 

*Terms Apply

TAGFASTER AUTOMATIC APPLICATOR
SKU: 700 2200-055

TAGFASTER MANUAL APPLICATOR
SKU: 700 2200-056

Description:

TagFaster is automatically 
dispensed offering total tagging 

convenience and speed up to 
six times faster than traditional 

tagging in groups of 10 pairs or 20 
single EIDs. The Manual Applicator 
also allows an individual animal to 

be tagged if required.

SHEEP TAGS
TAGFASTER TWIN TAGS
SKU:  RANGES FROM 920 0001-422 TO 439

TAGFASTER SINGLE EID TAGS
SKU: 920 0001-444

The electronic (FDX-B transponder) slaughter tag 
comes in a 20 tag strip which allows for 20 lambs  
to be identified on each applicator load. 

Size & Weight:
W 8mm x L 36mm,  
2.5g (electronic tag)

Colours:

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

SHEEP TAGS

The electronic (FDX-B Transponder) and visual 
tag, available in alternate colours, are placed side 
by side in a 20 strip tag strip which eliminates the 
need to sort and match numbers. 

Size & Weight:
W 8mm x L 36mm,  
2.5g (electronic tag),  
2g (visual tag)

Colours:

APPLICATOR PRICE    £9.95APPLICATOR PRICE   £34.95

PRICE PER TAG  

1-199            84p

200-499       81p

500-999       78p

1000+          74p

PRICE PER PAIR

1-49              99p

50-299         96p

300-999      93p

1000+          89p
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Champion 
Zwartble breeder 

gives TagFaster 
his approval

Builder Ally Baird admits to being a bit of a 
perfectionist and since he first got his eye on  

Zwartble sheep he has applied these principles to  
establishing his flock.

Ally’s first introduction to farming was helping out with the flock 
run by his wife Moyra’s father near Dunblane in Perthshire.

“I am a builder first and foremost,” said Ally, who established his 
business Ally Baird Building and Roofing Services 14 years ago which he 

runs from Greystone Cottage, Dunblane.

“My father in law Miller McLaren was running 350 white sheep which 
Moyra and I were helping out with. I first got my eye on Zwartbles at a 
show and liked the breed,” said Ally. His love of livestock is probably in 

the genes as his grandfather was a farmer.

These Tags are small which 
I prefer because a large tag 
detracts from the sheep, 
particulary if it is a pedigree 
show sheep. The tags are simple 
and easy to use. Importantly, the 
retention is very good.

Read the full story at www.roxan.co.uk/testimonials

Ally Baird, Perthshire

TAGFASTER MANAGEMENT TAGS
SKU: RANGES FROM 700 2200-024 TO 030 & 920 0001-544 TO 546

TAGFASTER RED REPLACEMENT TAGS
SKU: 920 0001-430

The visual tag, available in alternate colours comes a 20 tag  
strip which eliminates the need to sort and match numbers. 

Size & Weight:
W 8mm x L 36mm, 2g (visual tag)

Colours:

The electronic (FDX-B transponder) and visual tag are placed  
side by side in a 20 tag strip which eliminates the need to sort  
and match numbers. For bought in sheep who have lost their 
tags.

Size & Weight:
W 8mm x L 36mm, 2.5g (electronic tag),  
2g (visual tag)

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

SHEEP TAGS

PRICE PER PAIR

1-49              99p

50-299         96p

300-999      93p

1000+          89p

PRICE PER TAG  

PRINTED      18p

BLANK          16p
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Laura asks, do you COC your 
TagFaster Applicator? 

APPLICATOR
CARE

Get in touch with 
Laura to find out 
more!

LAURA SMITH
07951 969 087

Midlands/ 
North England

The TagFaster is like the machine gun of tagging sheep, it really 
does help you ‘TagFaster’ – but in order for it to help you, you 
must care for it!!!  

I always recommend, before storing the applicator away for 
a few months between tagging sessions that you ‘COC’ your 
applicator:

CLEAN the tagger in warm soapy liquid to rid of any dirt.

OIL the tagger with vegetable oil, never use WD40 or any 
other lubricants.  

CHECK the tagger, make sure the green pecker 
underneath the orange horn is correctly lined to feed the 
next batch of tags. 

PECKER

If your pecker breaks, 
its no problem!

We can send you out 
a replacement part, 

free of charge.

EASY TO LOAD
TagFaster Twins come 

ready organised in easy 
strips! 

HORN

Feeds the tags into 
the applicator and 
prevents snagging. 

COMFORTABLE HANDLE
Easy to grip handle, so that tagging large 

numbers isn’t hard on your hands.

The current record sits at tagging 100 slaughter lambs in half an 
hour, so if anyone thinks they can beat that do let me know!
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RUBBA 1 SINGLES
SKU: 920 0001-101 

RUBBA APPLICATOR
SKU: 800 0600-003

Rubba Tag pliers hold  
the tag in a soft cavity in  
the jaws.  Make-sure they are 
sitting fully in the jaws, and test 
the targeting in fresh air before 
tagging the animal. 
FREE When ordering 100+ pairs 
(New customers only)

With our strong and 
durable Rubba Tag range 
we offer a variety of useful 
management options and 
shape combinations

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The Rubba 1 tag can be split or 
used as a one piece loop tag  if 
preferred. The body of the tag 
is made from a soft flexible 
material. The FDX-B transponder 
is protected within the pin.

RUBBA 1
SKU: RANGES FROM 
920 0001-002 TO 017

RUBBA 2
SKU: RANGES FROM 
920 0001-038 TO 067

RUBBA 3
SKU: RANGES FROM 
920 0001-068 TO 098

SHEEP TAGS

SHEEP TAGS

The Rubba 1 tag can be split or used as a one piece loop tag  if preferred. 
The body of the tag is made from a soft flexible material. The FDX-B 
transponder is protected within the pin.

Size & Weight:
W 12mm x L 40mm, 2.5g (electronic tag), 2g (visual tag)

Colours:

The larger surface area of the Rubba 2 flag tag is great for additional 
management print. The FDX-B transponder is protected within the pin.

Size & Weight:
W 32mm x L 40mm, 6.3g (electronic tag), 5.8g (visual tag)

Colours:

The button tag is a neat and flexible tag which can have additional breed 
society or management information printed on it. 
The FDX-B transponder is protected within the pin. 

Size & Weight:
Diameter 25mm, 4g (electronic tag), 3.5g (visual tag)

Colours:

Size & Weight:
W 12mm x L 40mm, 3g (electronic tag)

APPLICATOR PRICE     £9.95 PRICE PER TAG            64p

PRICE PER PAIR         77p

PRICE PER PAIR         99p

PRICE PER PAIR         99p
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Photo credit: Rhian Hughes

RETRACTABLE APPLICATOR
SKU: 920 0001-558

The instantaneous tagging action of the Retractable Applicator  
reduces the risk of ear tearing particularly in older sheep.

Five pivot points, a spring built into the handle and ergonomic design  
provide extremely quick, safe and easy tagging meaning the whole  
process is over much quicker with less stress for animal and operator.

FREE When ordering 100+ tags (New customers only)

This electronic and visual 
tag guarantees security, 
usability and high retention, 
making it ideal for official & 
management identification.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

SHEEP TAGS

SHEEP TAGS

ALPHA SINGLE TAGS
SKU: 920 0001-572

The electronic (FDX-B transponder) and tag is provided  
in a strip of 10 tags.

Size & Weight:
W9mm x L82mm, 3.2g (electronic tag)

Colours:

ALPHA DOUBLE TAGS
SKU: STARTS FROM 
920 0001-559 The electronic (FDX-B transponder) and visual tags  

are  provided in separate strips of 10 tags.

Size & Weight:
W9mm x L82mm, 3.2g (electronic tag), 2.2g (visual tag)

Colours:

ALPHA DOUBLE TAGS
SKU: 920 0001-571

The electronic (FDX-B transponder) and visual tags are  provided in 
separate strips of 10 tags.

Size & Weight:
W9mm x L82mm, 3.2g (electronic tag), 2.2g (visual tag)APPLICATOR PRICE     £14.95

PRICE PER PAIR         79p

PRICE PER TAG  

1-199           68p

200-499      66p

500-999      64p

1000+          62p

PRICE PER PAIR          79p
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The visual tag comes in a wide range of colours and is provided in a strip 
of 10 tags. Can be supplied printed or blank.

Size & Weight:
W9mm x L82mm, 2.2g (visual tag)

Colours:

ALPHA MANAGEMENT TAGS
SKU: STARTS FROM 920 0001-573

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

SHEEP TAGS

I used the New Alphaline tags for the first time last year after 
swapping over from my original tag supply and I am extremely 
pleased with the quality of these tags and how easy the tagger is  
to use on the sheep. Easy to order and with a very quick service I  
will definitely be ordering again this year. 

- Mr J Hayes, Shapwick, Somerset

RETRACTABLE
APPLICATOR
Get in touch with 
John Symonds to 
find out more!

The current record sits at tagging 100 slaughter lambs in half an 
hour, so if anyone thinks they can beat that do let me know!JOHN SYMONDS

07766 221 011
South/
South West England

John says...

Tagging sheep with our Retractable sheep 
applicator could not be easier. Simply load the tag 
and squeeze together for a fast reliable application 

The retractable motion means the application is 
quick and stress free for the sheep. Coupled with 
our popular Alpha Sheep tags you have the perfect 
tagging solution. 

The retractable applicator Also fits our TagFaster 
range so if you are tagging small amounts of 
sheep this is ideal.  
 

PRICE PER TAG           14p
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EASYTAG HAND PLIER
SKU: STARTS FROM 920 0001-480

Affordable management 
tags, that are super 
lightweight. Perfect  
for lambs.

SHEEP TAGS

EASYTAG MANAGEMENT TAGS
SKU: 700 2200-054

• Fine-pinned 
• Light-weight 
• One piece
• Easy to apply

Size & Weight:
W5mm x L66mm, 1.2g

Colours:

EasyTag
Affordable tags, 
perfect for the 
smallest of ears. 
Hobbins and Haywood Livestock,  
Warwickshire.

We are glad we came across  
the Roxan EasyTags they work  
well for us and our flock! ...They come 
numbered and in many colours which 
means there’s a way of making sure we 
know exactly who is who without the use  
of marker spray, which doesn’t last long  
on dark fleeces!! 

They are very affordable(even the pliers  
are too!), look smart even in the smallest of ears  
and easy to remove when needed.

We find them easy to apply and are an all-round small  
neat but hard wearing tag. 

We now use EasyTags in all our pedigree lambs  
and they’re here to stay in our flock!APPLICATOR PRICE     £5.00 PRINTED     16p

BLANK         14p

PRICE PER TAG  
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NEW ZEALAND SHEPHERD’S CROOK 
SKU: 214 545

• The Super Crook is a patented design by a New Zealand  
sheep farmer in the 1990’s.

• This crook has multiple uses. It can be used as an immobiliser by cuffing  
a front and a hind leg together in the locking crook.

• The locking crook also serves as a perfect handle for using the neck crook.  
The fibreglass shaft will not shock if used through an electric fence.

• The Super Crook is very strong and totally reliable.
• Length is 130cm o.a. Weight is only 425gm.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT

FIL FLEECE MARK
SKU: 
RED: FLMR
ORANGE: FLMO
BLUE: FLMB
GREEN: FLMG

• Tried and proven formulation over 25 years
• Highly visible
• Readily and completely scourable
• Colourfast and durable
• Weather resistant and non-irritant
• Convenient 320ml aerosol can
• Available in four colours –  

red, blue, green and orange 

PRICE:       £39.50

PRICE:        £3.65
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LOUISE MERCER
07495 112 913

Scotland/ 
North England

A word from Louise,  
our Scottish Roxan tag expert...

Slight tagging changes when exporting or moving livestock to the EU  
or Northern Ireland are now required.  

The UK currently uses the identifier ‘UK’ in accordance with EU rules for 
Member States. Now in addition to displaying ‘UK’ we will also need to use  
a two-letter ISO country code which is ‘GB’ 

Where sheep are already double tagged 

You should apply an additional (management) tag which displays ‘GB’  
and the animal’s existing individual ID number. This tag should not be red or 
yellow. 

Where sheep are newly identified OR are lambs identified with a single  
EID slaughter tag that are to be exported to the EU 

You can apply a pair of UK tags (one of which must be electronic) which also 
display a GB suffix.  These animals will not need an additional management 
tag given these tags contain the visual GB code.  

You should confirm with the importer that your exported animals are 
identified by an acceptable method. 

A replacement tag pair displaying the ‘GB’ suffix can also be applied where 
animals not intended for export which have already been identified with a 
UK tag pair have lost one or both of those tags. If the replacement pair is 
applied off the holding of birth that pair must be red tags.

For slaughter lambs because the new tags replace an existing identifier, they should both be red tags. 
Exports and movements of livestock to the EU and Northern Ireland from Scotland and Wales from 2021 
will be identified in the same way as those from England. 

Livestock can continue to move from Northern Ireland to Great Britain using their UK tags. For any  
exports from Northern Ireland to the EU, you will need to contact DAERA. You should confirm with the 
importer that your exported animals are identified by an acceptable method. 

GB 
EXPORTS

If you have any 
questions, or want 
to find out how 
Roxan and KiwiKit 
can help get your 
tags ready for 
exporting, get 
in touch!
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Photo credit: Jon Stanley

UNIVERSAL METAL CATTLE APPLICATOR 
SKU: 700 0800-113

The universal applicator can be used to apply all two piece visual 
tags in the alphaline range including EID (by removing the insert) 
and management tags. 

FREE When ordering 50+ sets  
(New customers only)

Designed with flexible 
and fully rotating flags, 
a tamperproof closing 
mechanism and a hardened 
plastic cap, security and high 
retention are guaranteed.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

CATTLE TAGS

CATTLE TAGS

ALPHA LARGE (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY)
SKU: 920 0000-674

The Alpha Large tag has a metal tip for easy insertion  
and fully rotating flag. Laser marked with large clear print  
making it ideal for distant reading.

Size & Weight:
W 57mm x L 77mm. 11.7g

ALPHA LARGE MANAGEMENT WITH BLANK SPACE (SECONDARY)
SKU: 920 0001-942
 

The Alpha Large tag has a metal tip for easy insertion  
and fully rotating flag. With its management space print  
option ideal for writing your own information using the  
No Fade Ink Marker.

Size & Weight:
W 57mm x L 77mm. 11.7g

APPLICATOR PRICE     £14.50

PRICE PER TAG           99p

PRICE PER TAG           99p
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LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMSLIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

CATTLE TAGS VISUAL CATTLE TAGS

ALPHA LARGE MANAGEMENT WITH BIG 3 DIGIT PRINT (SECONDARY)
SKU: 920 0001-942

ALPHA BUTTON (SECONDARY)
SKU: 920 0000-207

The Alpha Large tag has a metal tip for easy 
insertion and fully rotating flag. With the option 
of the large digit print which is ideal for Dairy 
herds or management purposes.

Size & Weight:
W 57mm x L 77mm. 11.7g

The Alpha button tag has a metal tip for easy insertion and good 
sized, clear print ideal for a less obtrusive seconday tag. 

Size & Weight:
Diameter 28mm, 4.2g

ALPHA MEDIUM (PRIMARY OR SECONDARY)
SKU: 920 0000-676

The Alpha Medium tag has a metal tip for easy insertion and fully 
rotating flag and is ideal for smaller breeds. Management space 
print option also available.

Size & Weight:
W 57mm x L 57mm. 9.4g REPLACEMENTS FOR TAGS NOT ORIGINALLY BOUGHT FROM US ONLY 

£2.50 / TAG WITH FREE POSTAGE 
EID REPS - £3.00 / TAG WITH FREE POSTAGE

ON ALL OUR VISUAL TAGS EXCLUDING EID TAGS
TST TAGS WILL BE REPLACED WITH AN ALPHA LARGE IF LOST

FREE REPLACEMENTS

PRICE PER TAG           79p

PRICE PER TAG           89p

PRICE PER TAG           99p
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ALPHALINE REDUCES 
WORKLOAD FOR RICHARDSON 
FAMILY

Scottish Borders livestock farmers Ian Richardson and his father David 
have gradually been building up numbers in their specialist beef unit 
with a target of 500 suckler cows.

They farm 1,650 acres at Upper Samieston, near Jedburgh  where they 
run 440 suckler cows alongside almost 1,000 breeding sheep and 250 
arable acres which they manage with one other man and Ian’s wife 
Georgina when she is needed.

The aim is to sell most of their calves store at six to seven months old 
off their dams to maximise profitability. The ideal is to sell as many as 
possible in October.

They are using Charolais, Aberdeen Angus, Limousin, British Blue 
and Simmental bulls, using the Angus, Blues and some Limousins for 
breeding replacements and putting the Charolais and Limousins bulls 
onto them.

“We use large primary tags and the secondary tag is a small button. 
The colour coded tag is blank and the colour matches the sire with 
the mothers management tag written on by me using the No Fade Ink 
Marker. We can easily identify the calf’s dam and sire,” he added.

 Ian Richardson & Family, Upper Samieston

Read the full story at www.roxan.co.uk/testimonials

Previously, we would have had 
to replace up to 30 tags out of 
the 160 calves. Last October 
we only had to replace one. It 
reduces our workload if we don’t 
have to single out calves to 
replace their ear tags.
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LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMSLIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

EID CATTLE TAGS EID CATTLE TAGS

LARGE EID (SECONDARY)
SKU: 
FDX-B- 920 0001-676 
HDX- 920 0001-678 The Alpha Large EID tag has a metal tip for easy insertion and 

fully rotating flag. With its large clear print for distant reading 
and are ideal where farm management software and electronic 
readers are in use. Comes with an Alpha Large Male.

Size & Weight:
W 57mm x L 77mm. F  - 9.3g   M  - 5.4g

Frequency: 
FDX-B or HDX

BUTTON HDX EID (SECONDARY)
ROXAN: 920 0001-945
KIWIKIT: 2660

Button Eid tags are discreet and ideal where farm management 
software and electronic readers are in use. Comes with an Alpha 
Button Male. 

Size & Weight:
Diameter 28mm, F  - 7g   M  - 1.7g 
 
Frequency: 
HDX

LARGE EID (SECONDARY)
SKU:
FDX-B - 920 0001-675 
HDX- 920 0001-677 The Alpha Large EID tag has a metal tip for easy insertion and 

fully rotating flag. With its management space print option ideal 
for writing your own information using the No Fade Ink Marker. 
Comes with an Alpha Large Male.

Size & Weight:
W 57mm x L 77mm. F  - 9.3g   M  - 5.4g

Frequency: 
FDX-B or HDX

EID ear tags are also known as RFID (Radio frequency Identification Tags) Each tag has a watertight  
sealed unit which contains an electronic chip/transponder which is programmed with a unique tag number. 
The information in the transponder can be read with a handheld or static panel reader. EID/RFID tags are 
suitable for both dairy and beef herds and are DEFRA approved tags. They come in HDX (half duplex)  
and FDX-B (full duplex) formats.

HDX –  Half duplex tags talk to the reader like a 2-way radio/walkie talkie. The Reader sends out  
a signal and the tag replies. HDX is the most popular choice with dairy farmers and with those  
who have older metal crushes.

FDX-B –  Full duplex is where the information goes back and forth like a mobile phone signal. 
FDX is often more suited to non-dairy environments.

TRANSPONDER TYPES

PRICE      £2.19

PRICE PER TAG  

FDX-B         £1.99

HDX            £2.29

PRICE PER TAG  

FDX-B         £1.99

HDX            £2.29
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LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMSLIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

EID CATTLE TAGS CATTLE TAGS

MANAGEMENT TAGS
700 2200-055

Pair any shape and colour male with a different shape 
and colour female, and select whether you want them 
blank or printed (see pricing in the table below).

Size & Weight:
Flag  - W 66 x L 70 mm,    Button  - Diameter 28mm, 4.2g

Permanent Weather Proof Marker Pen suitable  
for writing your own management text onto livestock tags.

Application:
For best results apply 2 coats of ink to the tag

BUTTON EID (MANAGEMENT)
FEMALE -  920 0001-644 
MALE - 700 2000-967

Button Eid tags are discreet and ideal where 
farm management software and electronic 
readers are in use.

Size & Weight:
Diameter 28mm, 4.2g

Frequency: 
HDX

RE-USABLE BUTTON EID (MANAGEMENT)
FEMALE -  920 0001-445 
MALE - 700 2000-967

Button Open Cap Eid tags are discreet and can be cut out and 
applied with a new male back, making them ideal for use in 
parlours. Use with farm management software and where 
electronic readers.

Size & Weight:
Diameter 28mm, 4.2g

Frequency: 
HDX

NO FADE INK MARKER
ROXAN: 930 0000-315

PRICE      £4.82

PRICE PER TAG  

EID                    £2.29

MALE                £0.25

PRICE PER TAG  

EID                    £2.49

MALE                £0.25

TAG TYPE 

FLAG BLANK

FLAG PRINTED

BUTTON BLANK

BUTTON PRINTED

MALES FEMALE 

£0.37 £0.33

£0.39 £0.36

£0.16 £0.15

£0.19 £0.17
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An unobtrusive Secondary tag option with raised  
outer rib edges prevents abrasion to the main body 
of the tag, and riveted locking mechanism to ensure 
retention.

Size & Weight:
W 13mm x L 34mm, 9.8g

SUPERBRASS APPLICATOR
800 0600-004

The SuperBrass applicator rivets the tag closed 
 in one swift action in a fraction of a second as you 
 insert the tag. The auto retractable action once the  
ear tag is inserted also reduces the  
risk of ear tearing.

Receive £10 off when ordering  
with 100 SuperBrass tags

The original brass cattle 
tag from Hauptner offers 
a reliable, long lasting and 
cost effective Secondary tag 
which does not corrode or 
deteriorate over time.  

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

CATTLE TAGS

CATTLE TAGS

SUPERBRASS (SECONDARY)
920 0001-582
 

Super Brass presents an 
extremely low profile in 

the ear with little danger 
of being caught in feeding 
rings or on twine etc. but 

still provides enough length 
for growing room when 

inserted into young stock. 

Raised outer rib edges 
prevents abrasion to the 

main body of the tag 
where the deep-etched 

identification number 
is engraved ensuring 

identification is still possible 
years later.

The Super Brass applicator 
rivets the tag closed in one 

swift action in a fraction 
of a second as you insert 

the tag.

The auto retractable action 
once the ear tag is inserted 

also reduces the risk  
of ear tearing.

Photo credit: Tom Turner

APPLICATOR PRICE     £54.95

PRICE PER TAG           79p
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PRIMARY Z TAG TST ONLY
920 0002-242
 
The Tissue Sample Tag (TST) combines tissue sampling  
and animal identification into one, providing fast and clean  
collection of a tissue sample to test for genetics or diseases  
such as BVD. Both the tissue sample container and PAS  
Approved Official Visual Flag Tag are laser  
marked with the same ID number.

Size & Weight:
W 57mm x L 77mm, 14.5g

Single step solution  
for tissue sampling.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

TST TAGS

TST PRICING

Without test or Secondary Tag

920 0002-230 Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
Alpha Large Standard Per Tag

Quantity 1 - 99  £2.95 

100+ £2.85 

920 0002-231
Primary Z Tag TST &  
Secondary Alpha Large  
Standard Barcoded

Quantity 1 - 99  £2.95 

100+  £2.85 

920 0002-232 Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
Alpha Large Management

Quantity 1 - 99  £2.95 

100+  £2.85 

920 0002-233
Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
Alpha Large Management 
Barcoded

Quantity 1 - 99  £2.95 

100+  £2.85 

920 0002-256
Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
FDX-B EID Alpha Button, 
Yellow+Yellow

Quantity n/a  £4.30

920 0002-257
Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
HDX EID Alpha Button, Yel-
low+Yellow

Quantity n/a  £4.50

920 0002-234 Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
Alpha Medium Standard Per Tag

Quantity 1 - 99  £2.95 

100+  £2.85 

920 0002-235 Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
Alpha Medium Management

Quantity 1 - 99  £2.95 

100+  £2.85 

920 0002-236 Primary Z Tag TST & Secondary 
Alpha Button

Quantity 1 - 99  £2.95 

100+  £2.85 

PRIMARY Z TAG TST (920 0002-242)  £2.15 

 £2.15 

 £1.99 

 £2.15 

PRIMARY Z TAG TST BARCODED (920 0002-243)

Z TAG LARGE TST NON OFFICIAL BLANK (920 0002-244)

Z TAG LARGE TST NON OFFICIAL PRINTED (920 0002-245)
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LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

TSO TAGS

Z TAGS TISSUE TAGGER
SKU: 800 0800-123

New Tagger can apply:

• Tissue tag range
• Alphaline 2 piece tags
• EID flags and buttons

• For Cattle, Sheep and other species
• Takes a fast and clean collection of sample DNA to determine  

genetics and disease (e.g. BVD).
• Gives producers the information they need to make management decisions.
• Provides more accurate offspring pairing information to improve the genetic  

traits of their herd and produce high-quality disease resistant cows. 
• Tissue samples also provide credibility and proof of genetics before mating.
• This sample goes directly into a vial of desiccant. The vial is pre-labelled with  

a scannable unique barcode, to tie to an animal’s ID. That barcode can be 
matched with EID tags or VID tags.

TSO
SKU: 920 0002-258

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

APPLICATOR

PRICE PER TAG  

1-99        £19.00 

100+       £17.50 APPLICATOR PRICE     £20.00 
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SRS2
880 0000-152

XRS2
880 0000-822

Keep track of individual animals 
with the easy-to-use, ergonomically 
designed EID Stick Reader. 

Suitable for ISO HDX and FDX-B tags,     
the SRS2 features a large and highly 
readable screen to display the session 
count, EIDs and pre-loaded VID numbers. 

Bluetooth® wireless technology connects 
with your Weigh Scale Indicator and 
means you can easily share information 
using your smartphone.

 
Maximise individual animal performance and back up 
critical health, mating and culling decisions to view and 
capture animal information.

Suitable for ISO HDX and FDX-B tags, the XRS2 features a large, 
highly readable screen and alphanumeric keypad for capturing 
important information in the yard.

Bluetooth® wireless technology connects your reader to your 
Weigh Scale Indicator and means you can easily share information 
using your smartphone.

Features
• Large sunlight viewable 2.7” colour 

LCD screen makes easy to read.
• Fast tag reads with feedback through 

vibrating handle.
• Quick access keys for simple 

navigation.
• Wirelessly connect to your weigh 

scale indicator using Bluetooth®  
technology. Practical and safe 
to use with long reach.

• Rugged and ergonomic design.
• Easily download recorded information 

to your Windows computer or Apple 
iOS, Android Smartphone.

Features
• Large sunlight viewable 2.7” colour LCD screen makes it easy 

to read.
• Alphanumeric keypad for flexible data entry.
• Fast tag reads with feedback through vibrating handle.
• Customisable alerts such as cull.
• Add and edit session names to keep track of each session.
• Capture animal information such as condition scores, in up to 

15 custom data fields.
• Easily download recorded information using your Windows* 

computer or Apple* iOS, Android* smartphone.

Measuring livestock 
performance is vital 
to maximising farm 
productivity and 
profitability.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

EID STICK READERS

EID STICK READERS

PRICE     £950PRICE     £564
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Pour-on, 60ml Applicator, 1.2m Semi-Soft Tube 

Dosage
5ml increments

60ml VARIABLE DOSE POUR-ON GUN WITH 75MM ROSE NOZZLE, C/W TUBING 
SKU: 850 0000-201

All products are engineered 
for animal welfare, operator 
safety, treatment efficiency, 
and ease of use.

ANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS

POUR ON

DRENCHERS

Administers most drenches accurately  
with an easy delivery action.

Dosage
1ml - 15ml dosage in 1ml increments

15ML VARIABLE DOSE DRENCHER WITH 90MM NOZZLE
SKU: 850 0000-195

Administers most drenches accurately with an  
easy change dosage selector and delivery action.

Dosage
4ml - 30ml dosage in 1ml increments

30ML SELECTABLE DOSE DRENCHER WITH 100MM NOZZLE
SKU: 850 0000-196

PRICE       £24.99 PRICE       £32.95

PRICE       £24.99
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ANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMSANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS

DRENCHERS INJECTORS & DRENCHERS

Economical and durable with 
variable dose selection. Compatible 
with Simcro single-stream pour-on 
or oral drench nozzles.

Dosage
0.2ml - 2ml dosage in 0.2ml increments

Economical and durable with variable dose selection. Compatible 
with Simcro single-stream pour-on or oral drench nozzles.

Dosage
1ml - 10ml dosage in 1ml increments

COMPACT 2ML VARIABLE DOSE INJECTOR, TUBE FED C/W  20MM VENTED DRAW OFF  
& BOTTLE MOUNT C/W 20MM CAP ADAPTOR
SKU: 850 0000-194 (BM)
SKU: 850 0000-200 (TUBE FED)

10ML VARIABLE DOSE DRENCHER WITH 95MM NOZZLE
SKU: 850 0000-197

Floating Hook Drencher
Designed with easier oral drenching of cattle in mind, the floating hook allows the operator to remain at 
a safe distance from the animal.  The floating hook is constructed of stainless steel with an overmoulded 
plastic handle.  
The non-drip nozzle reduces post delivery spurt and drip wastage.

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
Durable non-corrosive stainless  
steel drenching hook nozzle.

OVERMOULDED HANDLE
Robust overmoulded one-piece handle.

NON-DRIP NOZZLE
Eliminating post delivery  
spurt and product wastage.

EASIER TO USE
Designed for maximum  
operator flexibility and safety  
when drenching cattle.

Dosage
5ml - 60ml dosage in 5ml increments

60ML VARIABLE DOSE DRENCHER WITH FLOATING HOOK
SKU: 850 0000-193

VENTED                          £14.95

PRICE       £17.95

BOTTLE MOUNTED       £18.95PRICE       £52.00
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ANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMSANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS

INJECTORS INJECTORS

The V Grip design with the Premium Series  
provides superior operator comfort.

Dosage
0.5ml - 5ml dosage in 0.5ml increments

V Grip provides comfort along with an the adjustable  
bottle angle to suit any operator style. Forward  
selectable plunger provides greater accuracy.

Dosage
0.1ml - 2ml, in 0.1ml increments 

PREMIUM 5ML VARIABLE DOSE TUBE FED INJECTOR, C/W 20MM VENTED DRAW OFF
SKU: 850 0000-199

PREMIUM 2ML FORWARD SELECTABLE DOSE BOTTLE MOUNT INJECTOR C/W FULL SHROUD
SKU: 850 0000-202

The V Grip design with the Premium Series 
 provides superior operator comfort.  
Forward selectable plunger provides  
greater dose accuracy.

Dosage
0.5ml - 5ml dosage in 0.5ml increments

The V Grip design provides superior operator  
comfort and adjustable bottle angle. Forward   
selectable plunger provides greater  
dose accuracy.

Dosage
0.5ml - 6ml dosage in 0.5ml increments

PREMIUM 5ML FORWARD SELECTABLE DOSE TUBE FED INJECTOR C/W 20MM DRAW OFF
SKU: 850 0000-203

PREMIUM 6ML VARIABLE DOSE BOTTLE MOUNTED INJECTOR C/W 20MM CAP ADAPTOR 
SKU: 850 0000-198

PRICE       £15.95PRICE       £27.95

PRICE       £21.95PRICE       £23.95
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Vaximate incorporates the Sterimatic needle cleaning system 
that automatically cleans the needle between injections helping 
to reduce infections and abscesses. It also protects the user 
as a needle guard too. This semi-disposable injector is also 
supplied seperately.

Kit Includes
1x draw-off system 
1 x Sterimatic clear needle guard 
3 x Stericaps 
3 x 18g x 25mm (1” ) needles

Dosage
1ml - 15ml dosage in 1ml 

increments

All products are engineered 
for animal welfare, operator 
safety, treatment efficiency, 
and ease of use.

ANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS

INJECTORS

INJECTORS

VAXIMATE BLUE 5ML VARIABLE DOSE INJECTOR
SKU: 920 0001-971 (VAXIMATE)
SKU: 920 0002-186 (5ML AND DRAW OFF TUBE)

Features
• Unbreakable plastic barrel and metal 

pushrod
• Selectable multi-dosing inc. viscous 

products without tubes/bottles
• Sterimatic compatible C/W spare 

needle storage in the handle
• Suitable for intranasal delivery where 

small dosage is required accurately 

Species

Kit includes 
1 x Repeater 
1 x Seal ring 
1 x Needle hub spanner

Dosages
 25ml Repeater - 0.5ml – 2.5ml 
dosage increments with 25ml 
capacity

 50ml Repeater - 1ml – 5ml 
dosage increments with 50ml 
capacity 

BLUE REPEATER INJECTOR WITH STERIMATIC COMPATIBLE NUT
SKU: 850 0000-173 (25ML)
SKU: 850 0000-174 (50ML)

PRICE       £20.95PRICE       £19.95
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ANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMSANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS

INJECTORS DRENCHERS

Features
•  High quality metal 

construction
•  Highly accurate and 

versatile
•  Positive dose locking 

mechanism
• Calibrated to 0.1ml or 

0.5ml increments

Kit includes
1 x 2ml or 5ml metal injector
1 x Feed tube 
1 x Lubricant bottle 
1 x Needle nut & spanner
1 x Major service kit 

SILVER METAL VARIABLE DOSE TUBE FED INJECTOR (2ML OR 5ML)
SKU: 850 0000-171 (2ML TUBE FED)
SKU: 850 0000-167 (5ML TUBE FED)

FREE Major 
Service Kit 
Included!

 Features
• High quality metal construction
• Highly accurate and versatile

 Positive dose locking mechanism
•  Secure protective fitting for the 

vaccine pack
• Calibrated to 0.1ml or 0.5ml 

increments

Kit includes
1 x 2ml or 5ml metal injector
1 x one piece shroud
1 x needle nut
1 x lubricant bottle
1 x needle protector
1 x 20mm cap
1 x 30mm cap
1 x 33mm cap
 1 x needle hub/bottle  
attachment spanner

SILVER METAL VARIABLE DOSE BOTTLE MOUNT INJECTOR (2ML OR 5ML)
SKU: 850 0000-172 (2ML BM)
SKU: 850 0000-170 (5ML BM)

FREE Major 
Service Kit 
Included!

 Features
•  Smaller lamb nozzle for delicate  

mouths allowing ‘close-in’ drenching
•  High-flow, blockage resistant valves
•  Easy to use variable adjustment
•  Dual barb allows 9mm (3/8”) or 6mm 

(1/4”) feed tubes
•  1ml – 8ml dosage in 

1ml increments

Kit includes
1 x 8ml oral drencher
1 x feed tube
2 x feed tube springs
1 x lamb nozzle
1 x lubricant bottle

8ML BLUE METAL VARIABLE DOSE DRENCHER C/W TUBING
SKU: 850 0000-162

PRICE       £59.50

2ML PRICE       £64.95

5ML PRICE       £73.00

PRICE       £84.95

PRICE       £79.95
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ANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMSANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS

DRENCHERS DRENCHERS

Features
•  Extremely popular, accurateand reliable
•  High-flow, blockage resistant valves delivers  

thick drench
•  Easy to use dose adjustment system 
•  Dual barb allows 9mm (3/8”) 

or 6mm (1/4”) feed tubes
•  1ml – 20ml dosage 

in 1ml increments

Kit includes
1 x oral drencher
1 x feed tube
2 x feed tube springs
1 x lubricant bottle
1 x feed tube adaptor kit
1 x Major Service Kit

BLACK METAL 20ML VARIABLE DOSE DRENCHER WITH 90MM NOZZLE, C/W TUBING
SKU: 850 0000-160

PRICE      £59.50
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ANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMSANIMAL HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS

DRENCHERS DRENCHERS

 Features
•  Extremely robust with bite resistant 

metal nozzle
•  High flow valve (HFV) delivers higher 

volumes and thicker drenches
•  Removable valves and cylinder for easy 

cleaning 
•  2.5ml – 60ml dosage in 2.5ml 

increments
• Service Kits available

Kit includes
1 x 60ml Oral Drencher
1 x 140mm (5.5”) nozzle
Feed tube

BLUE 60ML HFV VARIABLE DOSE DRENCHER WITH 140MM NOZZLE, C/W TUBING 
SKU: 850 0000-165

Features
•  Use as low volume 

drencher or higher volume 
injector with selectable 
dose rates

•  C/W sheep nozzle and an 
injection attachment 

•  0.5ml – 12.5ml dosage 
in 0.5ml increments

Kit includes
1 x 12.5 ml Oral Applicator
1 x 3.5 inch nozzle
Feed tube
1 x Major Service Kit

BLUE 12.5ML SELECTABLE DOSE TUBE FED DRENCHER/INJECTOR
SKU: 850 0000-175

Features
•    An economic, lightweight 

high quality all plastic 
drencher

•  Easy clean access clip for 
easy cleaning

•  1ml - 25ml dosage 
in 1ml increments

Kit includes
1 x 25ml Oral Applicator
1 x 4 inch nozzle
Feed tube 

BLUE 25ML VARIABLE DOSE DRENCHER WITH 100MM NOZZLE, C/W TUBING
SKU: 850 0000-164

PRICE       £57.95

PRICE       £45.95

PRICE       £31.95
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THE PEL RANGE

PEL ELECTRIC FENCING

PEL ELECTRIC FENCING

TEMPORARY ELECTRIC FENCING

KiwiKit is committed to 
providing our customers 
with reliable, cost-effective 
products. The Pel range 
offers this with the added 
benefits of excellent back-
up and after-sales service. 

Strip grazing for controlled rotational grazing  
is an excellent method to improve pasture utilisation.  
For best early re-growth of pasture, back-fencing 
of areas already grazed is recommended. Generally, 
temporary fences are moved daily. The distance 
moved depends on the number of animals being 
grazed and the quality and quantity of pasture 
available. These products are recommended to 
ensure top performance of your temporary electric 
fence system.

Strip grazing kits 
for sheep and cattle 
specifically designed 
to utilise your forage 
crops.

ZAMMR
HANDLE

EXTREME ROP E

POLITAPE

POLIWIRE

EXTREME TAPE

EXTREME WIRE

EXTREME BRAI D

TRIPLE  
JUMPER

LEADS

EARTH 
SYSTEM

TRIPLE  
REEL

PORTABLE 
SOLAR 

ENERGIZE R

PERMANEN T
FENCE

HEAVY DUTY PLAS TIC 
TREAD-IN  

CHECKLIST

• Battery or solar powered Energizer 

• Reel(s) 

• Tape, wire, braid or rope

• Plastic tread-in or pigtail standards 

• ZAMMR handles 

• Jumper leads 

• Mounting post(s)

STRIP & ROTATIONAL GRAZING
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GRAZING KITS GRAZING KITS

PEL 3 REEL SHEEP GRAZING KITDAIRY STRIP GRAZING ELECTRIC FENCE KIT

PEL SHEEP GRAZING KIT INCLUDES...PEL DAIRY GRAZING KIT INCLUDES...

Our PEL Solar Energizers and three-
line systems are specifically designed 
to help utilise your forage crops for 
your breeding flocks or finishing lambs 
intensively.

• 1 x PEL S500 Solar Energiser

• 40 x Steel or Plastic Multi Wire 
Tread In Posts

• 3 x Rolls of 400m Polybraid Wire

• 3 x PEL Geared Reels

• 3 x PEL Zammr Handles

• 1 x PEL Triple Jumper Leads

• 1x 3 Reel Fence Post

• 1x Pel Fence Tester

Our PEL Solar Energizers and  
one-line systems help with 
conventional grass strip grazing  
and increasingly popular new forage 
feeding developments now available 
for both dairy and beef units. 

• 1 x PEL S150 Solar Fencer

• 1 x Stand/Earth Stake

• 1 x Pack Heavy Duty Pigtail Posts

• 1 x Roll 200M Polybraid Wire

• 1 x Pel Geared Reel

• 1 x  Insulated Zammr Handle

• 1 x Pel 5 Light Fence Tester

Choose from metal or plastic posts, 
just get in touch!

Energizer 
requires minimal 
sunlight hours to 
keep battery at or 
near full charge. RequiRes MiniMal 

sunlight PRICES FROM           £380.00PRICE            £325.00
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SOLAR ENERGIZERS SOLAR ENERGIZERS

PEL S1000 
ROXAN: 880 0002-720
KIWIKIT: PELS1000

The PEL Integrated Solar Energizers are easily portable,  
simple and intuitive, plus they are more powerful than 
comparable energizers.

Suitable for farmers of all types, the S1000 can be used  
on larger farms, as well as lifestyle properties on temporary  
or permanent fences.

Simple and intuitive

• Solar panel and battery 
integrated in one 
convenient robust case

• Housing for convenient 
stowing of fence leads 
when not in use

• Single flashing LED 
indicates fence pulse

• Fit and replace the  
battery with ease

Truly portable

• Easy to carry portable 
housing

• Allows mounting to  
existing steel post or  
wood post

Delivers power where it counts

• More powerful than 
comparable energizers

• Reliable year round 
performance in the world’s 
harshest weather conditions

• Includes leads for connecting  
to existing fence

• Terminals contain metal  
insert to ensure robust  
fence connection

Safe and long lasting

• Complies with IEC safety 
standards

• Rechargeable internal  
battery included

PRICE       £395.00

Powers up to 16 acres / 6 ha (10 km) of fence 
1.0 J maximum output energy (1.3 J stored energy)

PEL S500 
ROXAN: 880 0002-719
KIWIKIT: PELS500

Powers up to 5km/ 3miles of fence

0.50J maximum output energy (0.65J stored energy)

PEL S150
ROXAN: 880 0002-619
KIWIKIT: PELS150

Powers up to 2 km / 3 acres / 1.2 miles  
/ 1.2 ha of fence

0.15 J maximum output energy (0.21 J stored energy)

PEL S80
ROXAN: 880 0002-620
KIWIKIT: PELS80

Powers up to 2 acres / 0.6 ha (1 km) of fence
 0.08 J maximum output energy (0.11 J stored energy)

PRICE       £295.00

PRICE       £219.00

PRICE       £142.50
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MAINS ENERGIZERS MAINS ENERGIZERS

PEL MAINS ENERGIZERS FEATURES PEL A15Xi MAINS ENERGIZER
ROXAN: 880 0002-592
KIWIKIT: A15

PEL 46J MAINS ENERGIZER 
ROXAN: 480 0002-026
KIWIKIT: 46000

The PEL A15Xi provides the power previously attained from 
large energizer whilst complying with the latest EN 60335 2 76 
standard.

The PEL 46000W Mains Energizer 
offers a powerful alternative to the 
PEL 836RS/R models, for farmers that 
want a great performing energizer with 
an intuitive interface. With Bluetooth 
and Wi-Fi compatibility, the Datamars 
Livestock Farm App provides the ability 
to monitor and control the energizer 
from a phone.

CYCLIC WAVE™ TECHNOLOGY 
Provides a cleaner, more powerful pulse, maximising 
the energy that travels down the fence for optimal 
stock control. 
 
BI-POLAR TECHNOLOGY
Enables the user to power a fence system to perform 
exceptionally well in dry, low conductive soil. 

REMOTE CAPABLE 
Using a PEL fence remote (with remote capable PEL 
energizers) enables you to switch the energizer on or 
off from anywhere along the fence line. This makes it 
easy to manage repairs and maintenance. 

INDICATOR LIGHTS (VOLTAGE)
Easy to read light bar display provides an instant 
measure of the energizer output voltage for quick 
fence diagnostics. The LED display shows red when 
heavily loaded.

COMPACT, RUGGED DESIGN
Hi-tech components and advanced research and 
development have enabled us to make powerful 
energizers in a compact, rugged polymer case. 

Powers up to 270km/400 acres/160 hectares of fence 
15 Joule Output Energy

Powers up to 460km/640 acres/260 hectares of fence 
46 Joule Output Energy, 68 Joules stored. 

PRICE       £1095.00

PRICE       £1350.00
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UNIGIZERS UNIGIZERS

PEL Unigizers give you a versatile 3-in-1 solution to manage your electric fence system.  
You have the flexibility to choose from either mains, battery or solar energy to power your  
electric fence. The 3-in-1 capability allows the Unigizer to be used for temporary,  semi-
permanent, permanent and strip grazing fence systems. It’s never been easier to  create  
an electric fencing solution.

PEL 301
KIWIKIT: PEL301

PEL 301

PEL 302

PEL 303

PEL 304

MODEL Output Joules No Load 500 OHMS 100 OHMS KM Wire NO. of Earth StakesStored Joules

1.4 1 9850 5300 1900 10 1

2.7 2 11000 5900 2100 20 1

4.5 3 11400 6200 2300 30 2
6.5 3.8 11400 11400 2600 40 3

PEL UNIGIZER FEATURES

• REMOTE CAPABLE
• LCD VOLTAGE DISPLAY
• INDICATOR LIGHTS  (VOLTAGE AND BATTERY)
• VERSATILE MOUNTING OPTIONS

• DAY/NIGHT SENSOR 
• LARGE TERMINALS
• LOW INTERFERENCE 
• EARTH MONITORING 

CYCLIC WAVE™ 
TECHNOLOGY

Provides a cleaner, more powerful 
pulse, maximising the energy 

that travels down the fence for 
optimal stock control.  

BI-POLAR TECHNOLOGY

Enables the user to power a fence 
system to perform exceptionally 
well in dry, low conductive soil.

SOLAR COMPATIBLE 
Electrify your fence with solar 

power by connecting solar panels 
to any PEL Unigizer™. 

VERSATILE POWER 
OPTIONS 

Can be used in mains, battery 
or solar power applications, 

providing convenient, versatile 
livestock control. 

BATTERY SAVER 
Microprocessor technology 

automatically adjusts the output 
energy depending on the battery 

condition..

LOW ENERGY TERMINAL
Limits energy to below 1.5 J for 

use around buildings and houses.

• Powers up to 10 km.
• 1.0 J output energy.
• 1.4 J stored energy.
• Needs 1 x 5ft earth bar.
• Fence up to 15 acres.

• Powers up to 20 km.
• 2.0 J output energy.
• 2.7 J stored energy.
• 1 x 5ft earth bar.
• Fence up to 30 acres.

PEL 302
KIWIKIT: PEL302

• Powers up to 30 km.
• 3.0 J output energy.
• 4.5 J stored energy.
• Needs 2 x 5ft earth bars.
• Fence up to 45 acres.

PEL 303
KIWIKIT: PEL303

• Powers up to 40 km.
• 4.0 J output energy.
• 6.3 J stored energy.
• 3 x 5ft earth  bars.
• Fence up to 60 Acres.

PEL 304
KIWIKIT: PEL304

PRICE       £116.00 PRICE       £132.00 

PRICE       £142.00 PRICE        £163.00 
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The PEL 403 Solar Kit comes complete with  
a 403 Unigizer 25w Solar panel and a galvanised 
metal battery holder.

Larger options available. To find out more 
contact one of our Business Development 
Managers. 

PEL 406
ROXAN: 880 0000-841
KIWIKIT: PE406

PEL 403 SOLAR KIT
KIWIKIT: PEL403SOLAR

• Delivering 6 output 
joules.

• Up to 50 km of fence 
wire.

•  A five segment LED light 
bar indicates energiser 
operation, output voltage 
and battery condition.

• 3 Earth bars required.
• A11 and A12 compliant.
• 3 Year Guarantee.

• Powers up to 30km/18 Hectares of fence line.
• Max output energy 3J.
•  Stored energy 4.5J.
• Battery lead and fence lead included.
• The Solar panel charges the 12v battery which 

runs the energiser. 
(battery not included)

• Delivering 3 output joules.
• Up to 30 km of fence wire.
•  A five segment LED light 

bar indicates energiser 
operation, output voltage 
and battery condition.

• 2 Earth Bars required.
• A11 and A12 compliant.
• 3 Year Guarantee.

PEL 403
ROXAN: 880 0000-726
KIWIKIT: PE403

• Delivering 2 output 
joules.

• Up to 20 km of fence 
wire.

•  A five segment LED light 
bar indicates energiser 
operation, output voltage 
and battery condition.

• 1 Earth Bar required.
• 3 Year Guarantee.

PEL 402
ROXAN: 880 0001-002
KIWIKIT: PE402

• Delivering 1 output joules.
• Up to 10 km of fence wire.
•  A five segment LED light 

bar shows energiser 
operation, output voltage 
and battery condition. 

• 3 Year Guarantee.

PEL 401
ROXAN: 880 0000-939
KIWIKIT: PE401

MODEL Output Joules No Load 500 OHMS 100 OHMS KM Wire NO. of Earth StakesStored Joules

PEL 401

PEL 402

PEL 403

PEL 406

2 1 9850 5300 1860 10 1

3.5 2 10950 5900 2100 15 1

5.2 3 11400 6200 2300 30 2

9 6 9600 6800 3100 50 4

PRICE        £270.00 

PRICE       £460.00 

PRICE        £185.00 

PRICE        £171.00 PRICE        £151.00 
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BATTERY ENERGIZERS BATTERY ENERGIZER & ACCESSORIES

PEL102BV
KIWIKIT: PEL102BV • Pulse light indicator.

• Battery indicator displays battery condition when unit is first turned on.
• Battery Saver - Microprocessor technology automatically adjusts pulse rate 

according to the battery condition, extending battery life.
• Weather and UV resistant case.
• Sealed circuit board prevents water/insect ingress. 
• 6 position rotary switch.
• 2 years warranty.
• 0.22 stored joules.
• 0.17 output joules.
• Power 2 km of wire/tape.
• Magnetic on/off switch.
• 9 volt dry cell battery.
• 12 volt wet cell battery.

•  Provides a warning if your fence voltage drops below the level required for 
effective stock containment.  

• Warning light begins flashing when voltage is too low.
• Visible up to 1.5 km away.
• Rugged impact and water resistant case.
• Can be used on any type of electric fence including steel wire and portable 

poly products.
• Works with all energizers.
• No ground wires or external  

power sources required.
• Replaceable CR2032 lithium button cell battery.   

PEL 104B
KIWIKIT: PEL 104B

The largest of the range and is designed  
with additional features to make temporary fencing easier.

• Powers up to 4km of fence line.
• Maximum output energy 0.33J.
• Stores energy 0.43J.
•  Dual power supply options: 9 volt recyclable or 12 volt rechargeable batteries.
•  Adjustable pulse speed.
• Day / night sensor.
• 6 position rotary switch.
•  Light bar indicates output voltage and battery condition.
• Durable weather and UV resistant case.
• Earth stand and lead set included. 

Ideal for longer lengths 
of portable fence.

• Powers up to 2km of 
fence line.

• Maximum output 
energy 0.12J.

• Stands and solar kit 
options available for 
this energiser.

PEL 101B BATTERY ENERGISER
ROXAN: 880 0000-374
KIWIKIT: PEL 101B

PEL FENCE ALERT
ROXAN: 880 0000-891
KIWIKIT: PELALERT

The smallest energiser in 
the PEL range and is ideally 
suited to small fence lines.

• Operates on 2 x D size 
batteries for up to 5 weeks

• Powers up to 1km of fence 
line

• Output energy 0.04J  
Stored energy 0.05J

PEL 5B BATTERY ENERGISER
ROXAN: 880 0000-374
KIWIKIT: PEL5B

PRICE        £93.50 

PRICE       £158.00 

PRICE       £104.00 PRICE        £72.00 

PRICE        £21.00 
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

DIGITAL VOLTMETER
KIWIKIT: PV18

SOLAR ENERGISER
REPLACEMENT LEADS
KIWIKIT: 831111
 

5FT GALVANISED EARTH BAR AND CONNECTION CLAMP
KIWIKIT: BEES & PA42C 

SOLAR ENERGISER REPLACEMENT  
BATTERY 12 VOLT
KIWIKIT:702REPBAT

BATTERY ENERGISER REPLACEMENT 
BATTERIES 9VOLT 
KIWIKIT:
55AH, 120AH, 175AH

FAULT FINDER AND VOLTMETER 
ROXAN: 880 0000-564
KIWIKIT: PV100

TRIPLE JUMPER LEADS
ROXAN: 880 0000-441
KIWIKIT: TRIPLE

FENCE TESTER
ROXAN: 880 0005-022
KIWIKIT: PV5

For testing fence and  
earth performances.

Recommended for ensuring 
good electrical connections in 
temporary fencing.

• Displays Voltage and current flow. 
• Detachable belt clip. 
• A quick and easy way of identifying 

problems on a fence line.  

 An inexpensive alternative  
to digital voltmeters using LED 
lights to indicate fence voltage. 
Indicates the fence is live.

• Pocket size.
• 5 stage indication to fence 

performance.
• Built in earth probe.
• Works with all pulse type 

energisers.
• Rugged case protects internal 

components.   

PRICE        £41.50 

PRICE         £10.50 

PRICE         £10.50 

9V 175 AH    £35.00

9V 55 AH       £12.50

9V 120 AH    £28.50 

PRICE        £103.50 PRICE         £19.75 

PRICE         £20.25

PRICE         £16.50
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FENCE REELS WIRE &  TAPE

PEL GEARED REEL
KIWIKIT: 822711

STRAINRITE STANDARD REEL
KIWIKIT: FGR00020

STRAINRITE 3 TO1 GEARED REEL
KIWIKIT: FGR00010

KIWIKIT 3 REEL FENCE POST
KIWIKIT: KK3REEL

NICKEL COATED REEL END POSTS
KIWIKIT: NCREP2

Holds 500 m Polywire or 200 m Polytape.

• Galvanised steel frame.
• Rugged steel locking system.
• Wire & Tape Guide to prevent 

tangling.
• Includes Zammer handle

PEL BUNGY CORD
ROXAN: 880 0013-043
KIWIKIT: T821460 

PEL EXTREME BRAID
ROXAN: 880 0013-041
KIWIKIT: T00206

PEL PREMIUM BRAID 
ROXAN: 880 0013-040
KIWIKIT: T00204

PEL POLY ROPE
ROXAN: 880 0013-038
KIWIKIT: T00153

PEL EXTREME TAPE
ROXAN: 880 0013-036
KIWIKIT: T00105  

• 3:1 gear ratio with a  
solid steel crank.

• Frame insulated from spool.
• Use with carry handle or on mounting post. 
• UV stabilised for long life.

• Strainrite Standard reel is 
designed for use with polywires 
& polytapes.

• Capacity approximately 500m for 
polywire, 200m for polytape.

• Use with carry handle or 
mounting post.

• Includes 1 x Insulated Handle

• 3:1 Ratio, for every rotation the reel spool rotates 3 times
• Capacity for approximately 500M of polywire or 200m of polytape
• Use with carrying handle or mounting post
• Self-insulated

Conductors - 6 x 0.20SS
Resistance – 4.26Ω/m

Conductors - 9 x 0.20SS + 2 x 0.25CU 
Resistance – 0.17Ω/m  
Breaking Strength – 88kg 

Conductors - 9 x 0.20SS 
Resistance – 2.60Ω/m 
Breaking Strength – 88kg 

Conductors -  5 x 0.20SS + 1 x 0.25Cu
Resistance –  0.38Ω/m
Breaking Strength – 432kg 

Resistance: 0.17Ω/m 
Breaking Strength: 168kg

Thickness: 7mm 
Length: 50m  
Colour - White/Black

Thickness: 3mm 
Length: 400m 
Colour - White/Blue

Thickness: 3mm 
Length: 400m  
Colour - White/Red, 

Thickness: 6mm 
Length: 200m  
Colour - White/Red, 

Thickness: 20mm 
Length: 200m 
Colour: White/Blue
Conductors: 4 x 0.25SS +2 x 0.25Cu with cross conductors 

PRICE        £ 46.80

PRICE        £ 46.50

PRICE        £34.95 PRICE        £23.50 

PRICE        £77.50 PRICE         £31.00

PRICE         £26.50

PRICE          £42.00

PRICE         £90.00

PRICE         £18.95
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WIRE & TAPE ELECTRIC FENCING  ACCESSORIES

90cms high by 50m long.
including posts

110cms high by 50m long.
including posts

25kg Rolls Galvanised wire for permanent stock fencing.  
Two life wire lasts twice as long as conventional wire. 
 
2.5mm approx length 650m 
Tough, flexible, built to last

Highly conductive 7 strand wire.  
Strong yet easy to use.  
Supplied on a plastic spool 

2,5mm x 650m one length guaranteed.
Convenient to use, stack & store
No jenny required 

SHEEP NETTING
KIWIKIT: TK1023 

POULTRY NETTING
KIWIKIT: UBW400 

CYCLONE V-SPAN  
HIGH TENSILE WIRE
KIWIKIT:  829090
 

HI TENSILE  
WIRE SPOOL
KIWIKIT: HTG25RB 

GALVANISED WIRE
KIWIKIT: 
200M - STRAND200
400M - STRAND400 

Kit contains components needed to block and divert most 
voltage spikes from lightning strikes.Includes spring choke, 
insulator, joint clamps and lighting arrestor.  
Must be earthed separately   

In-line On/Off switch for electric fence.

2.5mm Heavy Duty insulated cable.
• For under gate and lead out 

applications.
• Resistance of 35 ohms / km
• Easy to strip with soft steel core  

for greater flexibility.

• In-line Wire Tensioner.
• Can be added to fence without cutting wire. 
• Handle available (PA6)

• Simple nut and bolt design.
• Fits up to 4mm wire.

PEL LIGHTNING  
PROTECTION KIT
ROXAN: 880 0001-187
KIWIKIT: T808100 

PEL CUT-OUT  
SWITCH
ROXAN: 880 0000-962
KIWIKIT: PA40 

PEL LEAD-OUT  
CABLE

PEL JOINT CLAMP
KIWIKIT: T822466 

PEL WIRE  
TENSIONER
KIWIKIT: PA16 

25m    - T805972 
50m    - T805973
100m  - T805975
500m  - T814625 
 

PRICE             POA

PRICE            POA

PRICE        £102.00  

PRICE          £78.00 PRICE         £18.95 

PRICE         £7.60

PRICE          £1.05 

PRICE          £2.00 

PRICE (500m) £296.00 

PRICE (100m) £67.50 

PRICE (50m) £39.00 

PRICE (25m) £26.00

PRICE (200m)        £21.50

PRICE (400m)        £41.00
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WIRE & TAPE INSULATORS

   Under Wire Hook Handle.

Made from stainless steel.  
Use to join upto 40mm of tape. Pack 5   

Galvanised. 
Suitable for 6mm rope. Pack 5.  

Side Fixing Pigtail Standoff. 
Galvanised spring steel 
construction. Range of 
lengths for various animals 
and fence types. Staple 
included.

Folding arms for ease of storage
Adjustable to all wire coil diameters.  Made in NZ

PEL INSULATED  
FENCE HOOK HANDLE  
KIWIKIT:PA50W

PEL TAPE JOINER
KIWIKIT: T815711 

PEL ROPE JOINER
KIWIKIT: TK1011

PEL SIDE FIXING  
PIGTAIL STANDOFF
KIWIKIT: 
PI92 150MM 
PI94 270MM
PI95 400MM 

HAYES WIRE  
DISPENSER
ROXAN: 
KIWIKIT:872040

Heavy Duty jaws to cope with maximum wire load. Long life, 
UV-resistant Polymer plastic. Easy detachment of wire. 
Suitable for upto 4mm wire or braid.

Greater surface area and shielding - minimises power leakage. 
Rounded surfaces that shed water faster. Reinforced glass filled 
polymer for maximum strength.

Suitable for high-strain use.  
Spring clip for easy tensioning. 
PEL Spring Clip Wire Strainer also available

Joules shield to minimise power 
leakage.  
 
Use in conjunction with Stock Steel 
Fence Posts

Suitable for up to 4mm (8ga) wire, polybraid or polywire  
Heavy duty for semi-permanent fencing.

PEL PINLOCK
INSULATOR
ROXAN: 880 0001-187
KIWIKIT: T20081 

PEL HI STRAIN  
END INSULATOR
ROXAN: 880 0000-390
KIWIKIT: T20044

PEL BULL-NOSE  
INSULATED  
STRAINER
ROXAN: 880 0000-101
KIWIKIT: T815714

PEL HEAVY DUTY 
WOOD POST 
INSULATOR
KIWIKIT: T20085 

JS STEEL POST  
PINLOCK
INSULATOR
25 pk: FIN0004025   
200 pk: FIN00047 

PRICE        £129.00 

PRICE         £10.50

PRICE (5pk)        £8.80

PRICE         £1.75 PRICE (125 pk)     £31.20

PRICE  (25 pk)       £7.25

PRICE  (25 pk)       £21.85

PRICE  SINGLES     £3.95

PRICE  (25 pk)        £6.50 

PRICE  (125pk)      £28.00

PRICE  (25 pk)       £10.50 

PRICE  (200 pk)    £78.00

PRICE (150mm)       £9.85

PRICE (270mm)       £11.25

PRICE (400mm)       £13.50 
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INSULATORS ELECTRIC FENCE GATES

Fits on Goldfoot Pigtail Posts. 
Simply clips on, no tools required. 

Wood post Screw-In Insulator  
for wire polyrope or tape.

Suitable for tape up to 40mm 

Insultube 4mm x 100mm 
(pack 50). For use with high 
tensile fencing. Staple over 
onto wood posts.

Folding arms for ease of storage
Adjustable to all wire coil diameters.  Made in NZ

CLIP-ON INSULATOR
KIWIKIT: 
BLACK - FIN0006625
WHITE - FIN0006525

PEL SCREW-IN  
INSULATOR
KIWIKIT:   
25pk - TK100 
100pk - TK1001 

PEL WOOD POST 
TAPE INSULATOR
KIWIKIT: 25pk - T815712

PEL INSULTUBE
KIWIKIT:  
4MM X 100MM - 808344
3MM X 12M -  20031

ANCHOR 
INSULATOR
KIWIKIT: 10pk - TK1025 

• Electrifies gateways up to 5m wide
• Galvanised spring 
• Includes: heavy duty insulated handle, 2 x wood post pinlock 

insulators, activator plate and spring

Electrifies gateways & races up to 7m wide
Includes: 2 x wood post pinlock insulators,  
activator plate, galvanised hook, bungy cord

Bungy cord available in 50m and 200m rolls 
Available Strainrite Bungy Cord 50m and 100m 

3 connection points for flexibility
Long lasting hot dipped galvanised steel.

No Crimping required
V-Lock system for easy adjustment
Provides effective electrical connection

PEL SPRING GATE
ROXAN: 880 0000-403
KIWIKIT: PA52U 

PEL BUNGY GATE
KIWIKIT: T821497

PEL 
BUNGY CORD
KIWIKIT: 
50M - T821459
100M - T821459

BRIANEX BUNGY 
CONNECTOR
KIWIKIT:  10pk FCL00175 

PEL ACTIVATOR  
PLATE
KIWIKIT: PA52A

PRICE         £11.50 

PRICE (25pk)        £8.80

PRICE         £18.50
PRICE      £11.50

PRICE      £14.00 

PRICE SINGLES       £2.85

PRICE (10pk)      £12.50

PRICE (200m)       £335

PRICE (50m)          £90

PACK OF 50        £5.75 

12M ROLL          £6.75 

PRICE (25pk)               £7.25 

100pk + DRILL BIT    £27.50 
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ELECTRIC FENCE GATES ELECTRIC FENCING

Low density Brianex  
spring gate break handle 
Low density Brianex bungy  
break handle

Use as a live hook OR an insulated hook 
in temporary electric fencing OR as a 
gate break

Non-Slip insulated grip. 
High tensile galvanised spring.

Heavy duty, rugged body with large protective guards.
Non-slip insulated grip. High density UV stabilised  
polyethylene for long life. High tensile  
galvanised spring. 

Fasten tape or bungy through the simple knot-free 
design. Unique hook design enables a smooth and secure 
connection to an activator plate. Strong stainless  
steel backbone for high conductivity and  
corrosion resistance.

PEL ELECTRIC FENCE WARNING SIGNS
ROXAN: 880 0000-114
KIWIKIT: 23007P

INSULATED GATE 
BREAK HANDLE.
KIWIKIT:
BUNGY - SGH00310
SPRING - SGH00322

PEL ZAMMR  
HANDLE
KIWIKIT: ZH

PEL ECONOMY GATE 
BREAK HANDLE
ROXAN: 880 0001-093
KIWIKIT: T822151

PEL WHITE  
SPRING HANDLE
ROXAN: 880 0000-403
KIWIKIT: T30051W

PEL DUAL  
PURPOSE GATE 
BREAK HANDLE
ROXAN: 880 0000-438
KIWIKIT: T830781

BATT LATCH GATE RELEASE TIMER 
KIWIKIT: PA56

The Batt-Latch is the world’s only portable 
solar-powered automatic gate release timer.

•  Releases attached spring, tape or bungy gate 
•  Adaptable to all farming gate systems (pipe,  

tape, spring and Taranaki)
•  Integrated solar panel eliminates downtime  

for charging, works year round worldwide.
•  Tough all-weather, waterproof case for endurance  

in all conditions.
•  Easily programmed to repeat your a.m. and p.m. 

releases every day of the week.
• 12 month warranty

Keep essential fencing tools on  
hand to ensurea quick and efficient job.

TAURUS LEATHER FENCING BELT
KIWIKIT: TLCA

• Split leg design with 2 large main pockets
• Rolled edges for strength and ease of access
• Large pocket for fencing pliers
• 38mm webbing belt with side release buckle
• Made from full grain leather for durability and comfort
• Designed and manufactured by  

Taurus Leather Company, NZ

PRICE          £2.75 

PRICE          £2.20 

PRICE          £1.99 

PRICE          £2.60 

PRICE          £2.85 

PRICE (Bungy gate)               £2.60 

PRICE (Spring gate))              £3.50 
PRICE        £285.00 

PRICE       £75.00 
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PEL ELECTRIC FENCING

ELECTRIC FENCE GATES

QUAD BIKE BOX 
KIWIKIT: 257

Sturdy ATV carrying box that fits onto quad 
with a tray across back carrying frame. Tray 
fits permanently onto bike. Ideal size for fence 
posts and reels. Made from 3mm chequer 
plate including pattern. Designed and made 
in Wales.

• Tray fixes permanently to the quad bike
• Made in Wales of chequerplate
• 3mm total thickness including pattern
• Fits most ATVs
• Ideal for carrying electric fencing stakes

GATE CHAINS
KIWIKIT: 
420MM: GT400
1000M: GT1000

• Anti-lick gate fastener with  
choice of chain length.

• Heavy galvanised chain and staple.
• Secure way of fastening gates.
• Available in 420mm or 1000mm length

“We have found the rear tray & box kit to be very handy around our farm especially for our  
electric fencing equipment. It?s a simple and practical idea and the fact the box is quickly detachable really 

adds to its convenience”

PRICE:       £265.00

420MM:       £6.80
1000MM:     £10.75

420MM:        £6.95
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FENCING 
CHECKLIST
Not sure where to 
get started? Need 
help picking out the 
right fencing for you?

Give Justin a call!

JUSTIN REES
07870 517 729
Shropshire  
& North Wales

Justin’s fencing checklist!
POWERING YOUR LAND 

An electric fence is a psychological barrier rather  
than a physical barrier. 

BENEFITS OF ELECTRIC FENCING: 

• Cost effective, requiring less labour and materials than 
conventional fencing 

• Easy to construct with the right materials 
• Increase productivity of pasture by making it easier to 

subdivide areas and introduce high levels of utilisation 
• Permanent electric fencing remains undamaged as  

stock don’t lean over it 
• Environmentally friendly, its quick and easy to fence  

off waterways etc  
 

WHAT TYPE OF FENCE DO YOU NEED? 

• Permanent Fence Expected life of 20 - 40 years. 
• Some fencing knowledge and special tools are required.
• Will control all livestock, distance unlimited.  

TEMPORARY FENCE 

Lightweight, short term and easy to construct. Generally shorter  
distances - up to 10KM. There are a number of considerations when  
constructing an electric fence grazing system. 

An electric fence should not be constructed of a series of closed loops  
or circuits. The only circuit on an electric fence should be when the animal  
touches the fence and the KV travels though the animals and relinks to the  
earth, therefore completing the circuit.  

JUSTIN’S TOP TIPS: 
• The fence should always have termination points to avoid the loops.
• Always use 2.5 HT Wire to carry the power as this is highly conductive. Plus using 

2.5 Leadout Cable under gateways. 
• Place posts 10m apart on tracks and 15m apart on fence lines.  
• Install the energiser in a good location that is easily visible, and away from the 

dairy. Preferably, construct a proper earth field, again away from any other earth 
field in a damp location. This provides a low resistance path for the KV to return to 
the energisers earth terminal. 

• The number of earth bars will be determined by the size of the energiser. The higher 
the utilisation of your cheapest feed the more money is left on the bottom line.  
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KiwiKit have a selection 
of Strainrite Products 
available in stock.

Visit www.kiwikit.co.uk for 
the full Strainrite Range.

EZEPULL FOUR-IN-ONE TOOL
KIWIKIT: FEZ00050

THREE-IN-ONE FENCING TOOL
KIWIKIT:  FEZ00055 

CRIMP SLEEVES
KIWIKIT: 
2.5MM 100pk - FWC00024
3.15MM 50pk - FWC00034
4MM 50pk - FWC00044 
5MM 50pk - FWC00054
2.5MM 50pk - FWC00018 
OPEN ELECTRIC 50pk - FWC00014

STRAINRITE FENCING TOOLS

ULTRACRIMP EZEPULL 5 IN 1 FENCING TOOL
KIWIKIT: FEZ00060 

FENCING TOOLS

FENCING TOOLS

Lightweight, robust, versatile.  
Use for staple pulling, wire cutting, 
underground cable insulation stripping, 
crimping the complete range of wire  
joining sleeves including barbed wire. 
Hardened stainless steel jaws for  
longer working life.

Ideal for contractors.

Staple pulling, wire cutting, wire stripping of 
underground cable and small sizes crimps.

Ideal for contractors.

Wire cutting, wire stripping of underground  
cable and wire crimping with all size crimps.

Strong, Quick and Easy to use.
Ensures wire joints that exceed the  
wire’s breaking strain.

TM

2.5MM (100pk) £21.75

£19.505MM (50pk)

£19.503.15MM (50pk)

£19.504MM (50pk)

£17.502.5MM BARBED WIRE (50pk)

£17.50OPEN ELECTRIC (50pk)

TM

PRICE    £195

PRICE    £175

PRICE    £158
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STRAINRITE CHAIN STRAINERS

CUTTERS, PLIERS & HAND TOOLS

STRAINER BOARDS

STRAINRITE FENCING TOOLSSTRAINRITE FENCING TOOLS

STAPLE PULLER WITH CABLE STRIPPER
KIWIKIT: FKX00160 

CYCLONE STAPLES
KIWIKIT:  
30MM- 8565013
40MM- 8565014
30MM- 8565016

FENCING TOOLSFENCING TOOLS

One Handed Staple Pulling Unique jaw design with two stage  
high leverage cam system enables easy one handed operation.

Wire Cutter 
Effortlessly cuts high tensile fencing wire.

Wire Grip 
Corrugated wire grab enables holding and twisting. 

Wire Twister 
Convenient utility hole for twisting off footing wires and stay.

Cyclone 2-life barbed staples give outstanding staying power.  

Available in 30mm, 40mm and 50mm length, 4mm diameter.   
Hardened stainless steel jaws for longer working life.

STANDARD WITH SPRING (FCS00040) £96.00

£98.00CONTRACTOR STRAINER REMOVABLE HANDLE (FCS00702)

£132.00BOUNDARY STRAINER HOOK (FBY00020)

£97.00

£46.00

CONTRACTOR STRAINER FIXED HANDLE WITH GRAB  (FCS00700) 

CHAIN & GRAB  (FCS00012)

£49.50ANCHOR CHAIN (FAC00010)

£10.75EZE MATE PIPE DIVERTER (FEZ00100) 

900MM (FNB00014) £175

£1951320MM (FNB00024)

£2861900MM (FNB00034)

KNIPEX WIRE CUTTERS (FKX00010) £66.00

WIRE TWISTER (FTW00020 ) Prices from: £3.00

STANDARD WIRE CUTTERS (FKX00100) £13.95

BAHCO WIRE CUTTERS (FKX00050) £57.00

FENCING PLIERS (FKX00152) £26.00

KNIPEX COMBO PLIERS (KX00040) £51.50

EZECUT CHISEL (FCI00020) £57.00

EASY WIRE PULLER (FWT50010) £72.00

TMTM

PRICE    £85.00

PRICE    £15.00
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STRAINRITE FENCING TOOLSSTRAINRITE FENCING TOOLS

FENCING TOOLSFENCING TOOLS

POST HOLE TOOLS

ACE OF SPADES
KIWIKIT: 
LONG HANDLE - FSE00070
SHORT HANDLE - FSE00060

POWER POST SPADE
KIWIKIT: FSE00025

SPADE LONG HANDLE (FSE00010) £112

£110

£189

£42.00

£44.95

SPADE SHORT HANDLE (FSE00020)

DOUBLE DIGGER SPADE (FSE00050)

POST HOLE RAMMER (FPR00200)

POST HOLE SHOVEL (FSE00090) 

Tough High-Quality Steel

• High Tensile Inner Tube in base of shaft for superior strength
• Slightly cupped Bisalloy Steel blade for lifting the dirt out of the hole, still allowing for a straight  

cutting edge.
• Extra long straight shaft with no handle. Total Length 1800mm Handle  

Length 1595mm
• Blade Width 205mm

UNIVERSAL RATCHET HANDLE
KIWIKIT: FRH00010

POST PULLER CHAIN
KIWIKIT: FPO00200

STRAINRITE MK2 FENCING PLIERS
KIWIKIT: FKX00152

STANDARD WIRE CUTTERS
KIWIKIT: FKX00100

• Fits Strainrite and most common fence strainers
• Spring Loaded Ratchet Pin
• Gold passivated for increased corrosion protection
• Use the handle to fit on the side lug for side straining

• Traditional style staple puller, with hammer face,  
cuts, grips & twists fencing wire.

• Single tooth jaws for lifting and pulling staples
• High strength Chrome Molybdenum Steel
• Comfortable slip resistant handles

Strainrite’s most basic wire cutter. Lever action and hardened 
cutting edges to cut 2.5mm high tensile wire. Comfortable non 
slip handles. Cost effective option. Overall length from base of 
handles to tip of jaws is 205mm.

Easily Uplifts Wood Posts & Steel Posts, can be attached to 
digger buckets. 

TMTM

PRICE £126.00

LONG HANDLE £94.00

£92.00SHORT HANDLE

PRICE    £12.50

PRICE    £58.00

PRICE    £23.95

PRICE    £13.95
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STRAINRITE FENCING TOOLSSTRAINRITE FENCING TOOLS

FENCING TOOLSSTRAINRITE ACCESSORIES

FENCING OUTRIGGERS

Designed to reduce tangling during use & storage. UV 
stabilized wear resistant loop top – no shorting, no sharp 
edges reducing chafing on polywire & tape. Bend resistant 
galvanized spring steel shaft with press formed steel foot 
provides optimal strength & ground holding performance.

• Frame designed 
to maximize spark 
distance.

• Ability to thread onto 
wire = less joins

• Specially moulded 
insulator nests within 
frame to achieve high 
tensile strainer strength.

• Proudly NZ Made

• Provides uniform strainer 
positioning.

• Pre-formed loop & knot
• Ability to thread onto wire = 

less joins
• Cost effective & convenient 

to use
• No knots required 

whatsoever
• Proudly NZ Made

• standard Cliplock  
Wire Strainer – By far  
the most popular Wire  
Strainer

• Smooth clicking action
• Ability to thread onto  

wire = less joins
• Easily operated upside down
• Oval hole in spool for joining  

two wires
• Proudly NZ Made

QUIKCLIP INSUL-TIE
KIWIKIT: 
5PK - FST00480

HEAVY DUTY WOODPOST  
CLAW INSULATOR
KIWIKIT: 
25 Pk -  FIN00070 
200 Pk - FIN00078

HEAVY DUTY WOODPOST  
PINLOCK INSULATOR
KIWIKIT: 
25 Pk -  FIN00080 
200 Pk - FIN00088

ELECTRIC BUNGY CORD
KIWIKIT: 
50M -  FCO0050 
100M - FCO00100

QUIK-CLIP INSULCLIP  
STRAINER
KIWIKIT: FST00250

XT1 RATCHET STRAINER
KIWIKIT: 
KIWIKIT - FST00160

ACTIVATOR STRAP
KIWIKIT: FIN00400

International Innovations Award-winning new system for 
electric gate activators

Multi-function Post Insulator. Eliminates auxiliary components such 
as the egg insulator, pin lock insulator, activator plate and separate 
electrical lead. Acts as an end insulator too. With no protruding parts 
or steel plates, there is nothing for the stock to damage compared 
with common activator plate systems. 

• Pack of 10 Activator Straps
• Includes 30 x Galvanised Clout Nails

TMTM

TOP DRIVE OUTRIGGER 150MM (FPG00032) 10pk

TOP DRIVE OUTRIGGER 250MM (FPG00033) 10pk

TOP DRIVE OUTRIGGER 400MM (FPG00034) 10pk

SIDE DRIVE OUTRIGGER 150MM (FPG00035) 10pk

SIDE DRIVE OUTRIGGER 400MM (FPG00037) 10pk

SIDE DRIVE OUTRIGGER 250MM (FPG00036) 10pk

DOUBLE-ENDED OUTRIGGER 650MM (FPG00038) 10pk

£19.50

£22.00

£25.00

£19.50

£25.00

£22.00

£44.50

PRICE (5 Pk) £22.50

PRICE (200 Pk) £69.75

PRICE (SINGLES) £3.95

PRICE (200 Pk) £66.75 PRICE (100M) £245.00

PRICE (SINGLES) £2.85

PRICE (25 Pk) £9.95 PRICE (25 Pk) £9.95 PRICE (50M) £135.00

PRICE (10 Pk)  £35.00
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STRAINRITE FENCING TOOLSSTRAINRITE FENCING TOOLS

STRAINRITE ELECTRIC FENCE POSTSSTRAINRITE ELECTRIC FENCE POSTS

NEW ZEALAND DE-LUXE HEAVY DUTY PIGTAIL POSTS
KIWIKIT: FPG00040

STEELPOST MULTIWIRE TREAD IN
KIWIKIT: FPG00340

STRAINRITE MULTI-STRAND POST
KIWIKIT: 
WHITE: FPG00295 
YELLOW: FPG00297

STRAINRITE HOT POST
KIWIKIT: FPG00075

• Galvanised spring steel 7mm shaft.
• UV stabilised polypropylene insulator.
• Steel gold foot permanently crimped to shaft.
• 12 month guarantee.
• Extra overall length 1040mm.
• Well proven and popular.

• Galvanized spring steel shaft 
• Hot dip galvanized foot 
• Insulated handle prevents  

accidental shocks 
• 5 position, angled insulator clips 
• Packs of 10       

•  Unique angled clip prevents unintentional tape detachment 4 position 
level options for 40mm/1.5” tape.

•  8 positions for polywire, polytape & braid.
•  Overall Length 1100mm - Length from base of foot 915mm.

Manufactured from galvanized spring steel 6.9mm diameter shaft.  
UV stabilized high density polypropylene insulator sleeve with 
outstanding durability.  
 
The Hot Post Pig Tail stand has a fully electrified post, preventing stock from 
pushing the post over. A high quality insulator in the foot prevents leakage, and 
the insulated handle allows for re-positioning of the post with the power on.

STOCK STEEL FENCE POST
KIWIKIT: FWG10705

• For up to 7 strands wire.
•  Ideal for pigs, sheep as well as cattle and boundary fences.
• Unique Y shape for strength and stability.
• Highly successful with customers who have tried them.
• 3 lengths available 1650mm, 1800mm and 2400mm.

STOCK POST DRIVER CAP  
KIWIKIT: FWD00020

• Steel construction
• Overall height 180mm
• Internal diameter 54mm
• Suitable for light duty driving  

of steel posts, tie-down posts  
& finish driving of earth stakes

STOCK POST REEL HOLDER  
KIWIKIT: FGR00100

• Attaches Strainrite 
Reels to Steel Posts

• For use with 
Strainrite Reels

• Very convenient

TMTM

PRICE (10Pk) £37.00

PRICE (10 Pk) £38.00

PRICE FROM £8.65

PRICE (SINGLES) £2.50

PRICE (5 Pk) £32.00 PRICE £8.75PRICE £31.00
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GRASS SEED & GRASS MEASURING

GRASS SEED

GRASS SEED

Top of the range 
platemeters and Grass 
Strains. 

ABER HIGH SUGAR GRASS

Aber High Sugar Grass varieties (Aber HSG) have been 
developed over several decades of focused research, field 
trials and animal performance testing at IBERS Aberystwyth 
University. Since the outset, this programme has recognised 
the significant benefits of breeding perennial and hybrid 
ryegrasses that combine outstanding dry matter yield with 
the highest quality (D-value). The resulting range of Aber HSG 
varieties now lead their respective categories in both the 
Recommended Grass and Clover List and the Irish Pasture 
Profit Index, giving British and Irish livestock farmers the  
best opportunity to maximise production from forage.

IBERS’ revolutionary plant breeding has been funded for over 30 years by Germinal, giving the 
company exclusive worldwide marketing rights to all Aber HSG varieties. This has allowed Germinal 
to develop a full range of 100% Aber HSG grazing and conservation mixtures, which are utilised by 

progressive dairy, beef and sheep farmers throughout the UK and as far afield as New Zealand.  

Intermediate Diploid 
Perennial Ryegrass
AberZeus HSG

• 107% for total annual yield  
77.6 grazing D – value

• Outstanding for seasonal growth

Intermediate Tetraploid  
Perennial Ryegrass
AberSpey HSG

• Highest grazing yield of its category
• Outstanding ME (Metabolisable Energy) yield/ha

Late Diploid Perennial  
Ryegrass
AberBann HSG

• Highest ME/ha of all RGCL (Recommended Grass 
& Clover List) varieties

• New into Aber HSG mixtures for 2020

Late Tetraploid  
Perennial Ryegrass
AberGain HSG

• Highest dry matter yield and quality combination
• Top ranking variety on the Irish Pasture to Profit 

Index

GRASS 
MANAGEMENT

Photo credit: Gaby Gilchrist

FIL DONE THAT
KIWIKIT: HALF LITRE: DT05

Highly visible tracer dye. Add to sprayer for spot-spraying weeds 
and fence lines. Clearly marks where you have sprayed. Dilute in 
100mls/100ltrs of water.     PRICE:       £14.90
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GRASS SEED & GRASS MEASURINGGRASS SEED & GRASS MEASURING

PLATE METERS PLATE METERS

EC09
KIWIKIT: EC09

EC10
KIWIKIT: EC10

EC20
KIWIKIT: EC20

The EC-09 Electronic Plate Counter automatically records  
each reading and displays values for number of samples taken,  
plus average pasture height and cover. Different pasture cover 
calculation formulas can be entered and selected, with the selected 
formula remaining in use until changed. All data and records are 
retained when the counter is switched off.

The EC-10 Electronic Plate Counter automatically records  
each reading and displays values for number of samples taken, plus 
average pasture height and cover. Paddock data for up to 99 paddocks 
can be stored in the EC-10 and downloaded via USB cable. Different 
pasture cover calculation formulas can be entered and selected, with 
the selected formula remaining in use until changed. All data and 
records are retained when the counter is switched off.

Bluetooth plate meter, accurate and robust for measuring pasture 
cover in grass paddocks that’s straightforward to use and simple 
to understand. Complete with Android Pasture App using proven 
equipment technology, for easy use and data management. The 
unique folding handle design and removable plate also make the  
EC20 Electronic Folding Plate Meter easy to transport, store and  
carry between paddocks.

Platemeter Features Checklist EC09 EC10 EC20

Reset button (at start of each paddock)   

USB Download 

API and CSV download via email 

Previous walk history 

Preloaded paddock walk order numbers 

Multiple farms 

Display average cover in kgs/ha or lbs/acre   

Total height in ½ cm’s   

Average height   

Number of “plonks”   

Programmable formula   

Undo feature   

Retained memory (of readings if switched off)   

Beep to prove reading taken   

Electronic display   

Low battery alarm   

Pasture Covers software   

Operation Handbook   

Measuring Height to 250mm   

The Electronic  
Plate Meters 
EC09, EC10 

(USB) and EC20 
(Bluetooth) give 
you an instant 

readout (either on 
the plate meter 

in the case of the 
EC09 and EC10, or 
using the included 

Android app for 
the EC20) is also 
great for training 
users to assess 

pasture cover ‘by 
eye’.

All the calculations 
are done for you, 

with the EC09, 
EC10 and EC20. 

Also the EC10 and 
EC20 will store the 

data.

PRICE £480.00

PRICE £580.00

PRICE £760.00
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KIWIKIT CLOTHING

KK CLOTHING

KK CLOTHING

KiwiKit’s Waterproof 
Protective Clothing  

Designed by the people 
who wear them!

KIWIKIT’S WATERPROOF CLOTHING

KK MULTI JACKET – TWO JACKETS OR ONE! 

Our KiwiKit clothing range has been designed with our customers in mind and after 
comprehensive research and testing. Providing a full range of waterproof work wear for farmers, 
vets and fencing contractors we are confident that we can kit you out giving full protection from 
the worst of the elements! 

We have listened to our customers to come up with this jacket which gives an option to wear 
with the fleece in cold weather but to take out the fleece jacket on warmer days.  The waterproof 
jacket has many benefits in its own right and the high quality, warm comfortable fleece jacket 
looks and feels good on its own.  Buy them on their own or as a Multi-Jacket.

KK WATERPROOF JACKET
KIWIKIT: 7837

• Designed to be worn with or without inner fleece jacket  
(purchased separately)’

• Neat foldaway hood with drawstring adjustment.
• Adjustable wrist storm cuffs 
• Neck guard at throat
• Deep zipped pocket inside front storm flap for mobile  

phone or wallet 
• Generous length  Pockets stitched into seams for easy closing 
• Made from classic flexothane to high quality manufacturing 

detail
• Machine washable, breathable, lightweight and flexible
• Tabs at inner wrist and collar to hold fleece in position   

KK MULTI-FLEECE 
KIWIKIT: 7805

This superior quality fleece provides excellent thermal 
protection and can be used as a warm, lightweight jacket 
on its own or zipped into the Waterproof Multi Jacket as  
a comfortable, practical lining. 

• 100% polyester double sided fleece weight 285 g/m.
• Straight collar with discreet loop to fasten inside Multi Jacket.
• Zip front closure goes up through collar for extra warmth.
• 2 Inset pockets with zip closure.
• Elastic drawstring in hem.
• Easily zips in and out of KK Multi-Jacket. 

Photo credit: Carwyn Rhys Davies

PRICE:       £85.00

2XS- 3XL

PRICE:       £35.50

2XS- 3XL
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KIWIKIT CLOTHINGKIWIKIT CLOTHING

KK CLOTHINGKK CLOTHING

PRICES FROM:       £58.00

KK DAIRY APRON
KIWIKIT: 0948FO

KK LONG-SLEEVED WATERPROOF WORK T NEOPRENE CUFFS
KIWIKIT: 0946

• Pocket on front of chest handy for wet/dry wipes.
• Strong webbing neck and waist fastening with adjustment.
• Made from Classic Flexothane.
• Fully machine washable, flexible, lightweight.
• New double pocket design.

• Comfortable neoprene cuffs on the sleeves to prevent seepage of fluids.
• Pocket on right hip that turns out for washing.
• Trialled successfully by vets.
• Suitable for vets, AI operatives and farmers.
• Flexothane material.
• Fully machine-washable, windproof, light and comfortable

NEOPRENE CUFFED LINKED DAIRY SLEEVES  
- DETACHABLE STRAP   
KIWIKIT: 0995

KK SHORT-SLEEVED ELASTIC CUFF WORK T 
KIWIKIT: 0984 ELASTIC 

KK SHORT-SLEEVED NEOPRENE CUFF WORK T
KIWIKIT: 0987

• Made from tried and tested waterproof Flexothane material.
• Neoprene cuffs on wrists.
•  Elasticated upper cuff gives option for use without elastic strap.
•  Heavy duty, detachable elastic joining strap, length adjustable  

to make shoulder fit comfortable.  
Attached by heavy duty plastic buckles so strap is removable.

• Length 47mms.
• Fully washable.       

• Designed by KiwiKit after consultation with our 
customers and vet practices.

• Incorporating a pocket on right hip, easily turned  
out for drainage and washing!

• Generous vent in back of neck for easy access.
• Ideal for vets and AI operatives as well as an option  

for farmers.
• Short-sleeved design leaves arms free.
• Flexothane material.
• Fully machine-washable, windproof, light and flexible.

• Fully machine washable, windproof, light weight  
and flexible with noiseless wearing

• Neoprene cuffs on short sleeves for maximum 
protection against invading fluids.

• Incorporating a pocket on right hip, easily turned  
out for drainage and washing

• Generous back vent for easy access 
ideal for vets and AI operatives as well as farmers

• Can be worn with rubber cuffed dairy sleeves  
for maximum protection in winter

COMPANY 
LOGOS CAN 
BE APPLIED   
(SUBJECT TO 

QUOTE)

PRICE:       £35.00

ONE SIZE

XS - 3XL

PRICE:       £21.00

PRICE:       £49.50

PRICE:       from £53

ONE SIZE

ELASTIC: XS- 2XL

NEOPRENE XS- 2XL
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KIWIKIT CLOTHINGKIWIKIT CLOTHING

WATERPROOFSKK CLOTHING

PRICE:       £

KK SHORT-SLEEVED GOWN WITH NEOPRENE CUFFS
KIWIKIT: 0996

DRY CUFF PROTECTIVE SLEEVES
KIWIKIT: DCA01

• New design after consultation with customers and Vets.
• Comfortable neoprene cuffs on the sleeves to prevent seepage 

of fluids.
• Short-sleeved design leaves arms free.
• Back fastens with velcro in 4 places plus ties at waist for 

security.
• 146cm back length.
• Trialled successfully by vets.
• Suitable for vets, AI operatives and farmers.
• Flexothane material.
• Fully machine-washable, windproof light and comfortable.    100% NZ made Dry Cuffs, have been created 

to not only keep your forearms warm and dry, 
but to also add a layer of protection whilst 
keeping clothing well clear of machinery. 

As they are made from quality 3mm Strong 
Pad neoprene, they are waterproof.

• Dry Cuffs have been created to:
• Keep your forearms warm and dry.
• Adds a layer of protection 
• Keeps clothing well clear of machinery.  
•  Made from quality 3mm 

Strong Pad neoprene.
• Waterproof. 
• Available in Black & Pink

KK LONG–SLEEVED GOWN WITH NEOPRENE CUFFS 
KIWIKIT: 0947

KK LEGGINGS
KIWIKIT: 4583

• You have been asking for a long sleeved version of our short 
sleeved gown so here it is!

• All the benefits of the short sleeved gown – see above.
• Gives extra protection across the back.
• Cuffs made from neoprene for extra comfort and protection.

• Cut high to give good protection when  
wearing waterproof jackets.

• Made from classic Flexothane® material same  
as other garments.

• Fully washable, breathable, lightweight.
• Length 74cms inside leg.

XS - 3XL ONE SIZE

S-2XL

PRICE FROM:       £71.00

PRICE:       £22.00

S - 2XL

PRICE:       £29.95

PRICES FROM:      £62.00
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Stones   7.85 9.50  11.00  12.5  14.0  15.75  17.3  18.85  20.5

Height 
(feet)

Kilos 
50

55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135

5' XS XS S S M M L XL XXL          
5'2" XS XS S S M M L XL XXL          
5'4" XS XS S S M M L XL XL          
5'6"  XS S M M M L L XL XXL         
5'8"   M M M M L L XL XL XXL XXL       

5'10"    M L L L L XL XL XXL XXL 3XL      
6'      L L L XL XL XXL XXL 3XL 3XL     

6'2"      XL XL XL XL XL XXL XXL 3XL 3XL 3XL    
6'4"        XXL XXL XXL XXL XXL 3XL 3XL 3XL 4XL   
6'6"         3XL 3XL 3XL 3XL 3XL 3XL 4XL 4XL 5XL 5XL
6'8"               5XL 5XL 5XL 5XL

SOCK 
SIZE

FOOT 
SIZE

XL 84

L 92

M 100

S  108

SOCKS

KIWIKIT CLOTHINGKIWIKIT CLOTHING

KIWIKIT & ORINGI CLOTHING CARE INSTRUCTIONS SIZE GUIDES

ORINGI & KIWIKIT CLOTHING CARE INSTRUCTIONS 
  
Never store your Kiwikit Flexothane garment when wet. Always hang up  
(but not by its hood if it’s a jacket) in a well ventilated area to dry after use. 

All Oringi/Kiwikit Flexothane garments are machine washable. To extend the life of your garment  
we recommend you wash them regularly. 

Zips! Our jackets and bodywarmers are generous in length. Please release the bottom  
of the two way zip on jackets and bodywarmers when sitting on quad bikes or climbing fences  
to increase the lifetime of the garment and zip.   
 
Your garment will last longer if washed regularly.

• Shake out loose dirt
• Empty all pockets of sharp metal objects
• Close the garment (zippers etc)
• If the garment is extremely dirty, soak for a short time first.
• Avoid rubbing the garment as the abrasive effect of some soils can damage the waterproof-ness 

of the outer PU coating.
• Recommended washing temperature 40 C. Use plenty of water/high cycle. Use powder based 

washing products, PH 7-9 e.g. Persil, Bold, Daz etc. Not biological.
• Do not use bleach!
• Do not spin! Simply turn the garment inside out and allow to drip dry.

Special Note: For persons using Calcined Magnasite or similar products, we highly recommend the 
KiwiKit Oringi Flexothane garment be machine washed very frequently to remove product residue.

WAIST CM INCH CM INCH

XS 72 28.5 TO 76 30
S 80 31.5 TO 84 33
M 88 34.5 TO 92 36
L  96 38 TO 100 39.5

XL  104  41 TO 108 42.5
XXL  112  44 TO 116 45.5
3XL  120  47 TO  124 49
4XL  128  50 TO 132 50

OVER-TROUSERS 

CHEST IN CM INCH

XS 84 33
S 92 36
M 100 39.5
L  108 42.5

XL  116  45.5
wXXL  124  49
3XL 132  52
4XL 140-144  55-56.5
5XL  148-152  58-60

JACKETS 
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KAIWAKA CLOTHING

STORMFORCE

KAIWAKA MEN’S STORMFORCE PARKA
KIWIKIT: STFC110
ROXAN: RANGES FROM 880 0005-263

KAIWAKA STORMFORCE MEN’S WINTER JACKET
KIWIKIT: STFC113
ROXAN:

• Unique NEW IMPROVED full face stormproof hood 
with drawstring and toggle adjustment giving excellent 
peripheral vision.

• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• Double stormflap over zip with brass metal dome 

fasteners.
• One internal chest zip pocket.
• Comfortable, waterproof internal wrist cuffs in sleeves.
• Two large waterproof storage pockets.
• All seams are seamsealed making them 100% waterproof.
• Lining 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable. 

A high spec version of our twin-skin classic, this top-of-the-
line waterproof jacket is designed to take on the gnarliest days. 
Don’t let the tough exterior fool you, it’s a softy at heart. With full 
fleece lining, 100% wind, rain and weather-proofing - unbeatable 
protection from the cold.

• Unique NEW IMPROVED full face stormproof hood with drawstring 
and toggle adjustment giving excellent peripheral vision.

• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• Double stormflap over zip with brass metal dome fasteners.
• One internal chest zip pocket.
• Comfortable, waterproof internal wrist cuffs in sleeves.
• Two large waterproof storage pockets.
• All seams are seamsealed making them 100% waterproof.

“I can’t fault them! They are tough, comfortable and the fit is fantastic. The hood is 
excellent on the Parka.They have allowed me to continue working through the wettest 
winter on record and keep my fencing business running.I haven’t been wet since  
I bought them.”

- Andrew of A P Agri Services

PRICE:       £199.00 PRICE:       £239.00

XS - 5XL  XS - 5XL
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KAIWAKA CLOTHINGKAIWAKA CLOTHING

STORMFORCE - LADY OF THE LANDSTORMFORCE

KAIWAKA MEN’S STORMFORCE BIB OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: STFC111
ROXAN: RANGES FROM  880 0005-271 TO 277

The Kaiwaka Stormforce Bib offers protection from the 
wind and rain and guarantees to keep you warm and dry 
whether you’re milking, feeding youngstock or out moving 
the electric fence. 
• Elasticated adjustable braces.
• Large internal waterproof chest pocket with overflap.
• Insert sewn into crutch for maximum movement and extra 

reinforcement.
• Cut away heel prevents trouser leg from getting caught under 

the heel of your boots.
• Domed at ankles for secure closure over boots.
• Lining is 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable
• Two lined hip pockets.
• • All seams are seam sealed making them 100% waterproof.

KAIWAKA MEN’S STORMFORCE OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: STFC112 
ROXAN: RANGES OF 880 0005-278 TO 284

KAIWAKA LADY OF THE LAND WINTER JACKET
KIWIKIT: STFCL123
ROXAN: 880 0005-444 TO 450• Elastic / Webbing waistband with non slip stop lock fastener.

• Insert sewn into crutch for maximum movement and extra 
reinforcement.

• Two lined hip pockets.
• Pockets reinforced in each corner for extra strength.
• Cut away heel prevents trouser leg from getting caught under 

the heel of your boots.
• Domed at ankles for secure closure over boots.
• Lining is 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable.
• All seams are seamsealed making them 100% waterproof

A lux version of our best-selling parka, this twin-skin 
women’s waterproof jacket is designed to see you through 
the coldest, wettest days. Don’t let the tough exterior 
fool you, it’s a softy at heart. With full fleece lining, 100% 
wind, rain and weather-proofing - unbeatable comfort and 
protection.

KAIWAKA LADY OF THE LAND PARKA
KIWIKIT: STFCL120
ROXAN: RANGES OF 880 0005-278 TO 291

Looking good and ready for action, this top-selling 
twin-skin women’s waterproof jacket offers unbeatable 
performance, total reliability, and unstoppable protection 
in the wet. 

• Unique full face stormproof hood with drawstring and toggle 
adjustment, with Improved peak design giving excellent 
peripheral vision.

• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• Double stormflap over zip with brass metal dome fasteners.
• One internal chest zip pocket.
• Comfortable, waterproof internal wrist cuffs in sleeves.
• Two large waterproof storage pockets.
• All seams are seamsealed making them 100% waterproof.
• Lining 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable.

PRICE:       £135.00

XS - 5XL

PRICE:       £117.50 PRICE:       £235.00

XS - 5XL
2XS - 3XL

PRICE:       £199.00

2XS - 3XL
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AGTEXSTORMFORCE - LADY OF THE LAND

KAIWAKA LADY OF THE LAND BIB OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: STFCL121
ROXAN: 880 0005-292 TO 297

The Women’s Stormforce Bib Overtrousers offers a fitted 
and 100% waterproof and windproof solution to keep you 
warm and dry in the harshest conditions when working out 
on the farm.

• Elasticated adjustable braces.
• Large internal waterproof chest pocket with overflap.
• Waist side adjustment for easy fitting.
• Domed at ankles for secure closure over boots.
• Cut away heel prevents trouser leg from getting caught under 

the heel of your boots.
• Lining 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable.
• All seams seamsealed making them 100% waterproof.

KAIWAKA LADY OF THE LAND OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: STFCL122 
ROXAN: 880 0005-298 TO 880 0005-303

• Elastic / Webbing waistband with non slip stop lock fastener.
• Two lined hip pockets.
• Pockets reinforced in each corner for extra strength.
• Cut away heel prevents trouser leg from getting caught under 

the heel of your boots.
• Lining 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable.
• All seams seamsealed making them 100% waterproof.

KAIWAKA AGTEX PARKA
KIWIKIT: SF110
ROXAN: 880 0005-390 TO 880 0005-395

• Unique full face stormproof hood with drawstring and toggle 
adjustment, with improved peak design giving excellent 
peripheral vision.

• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• Double stormflap over zip with brass metal dome fasteners.
• Two large waterproof storage pockets.
• Comfortable, waterproof internal wrist cuffs in sleeves.

KAIWAKA AGTEX MENS BIB & OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: SF111
ROXAN: 880 0005-396 TO 401

• Elasticated adjustable braces.
• Large internal waterproof chest pocket with overflap.
• Two side entry pockets for access to trouser pocket.
• Pockets reinforced in each corner for extra strength.
• Improved reinforced knee patches.
• Domed at ankles for secure closure over boots. 
• Unique double welded crutch seam with our No split seam guarantee. PRICE:       £69.95

S - 3XL

KAIWAKA AGTEX MENS OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: SF112
ROXAN: 880 0005-402 TO 407

• Elastic / Webbing waistband with non slip stop lock fastener.
• Two side entry pockets for access to trouser pockets.
• Pockets reinforced in each corner for extra strength.
• Improved reinforced knee patches.
• Domed at ankles for secure closure over boots. 
• Unique double welded crutch seam with our No split seam lifetime guarantee. PRICE:       £63.00

S - 3XL

PRICE:       £135.00

2XS - 3XL

PRICE:       £119.50

2XS - 3XL

S - 3XL

PRICE:       £92.95
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Nikki Loves Kaiwaka,  
here’s why...
Kaiwaka Stormforce is rapidly 
becoming known as the ultimate 
wet weather gear that combines 
rugged toughness and comfort in 
one, thanks to it’s unique, twin-skin 
technology. 2 layers of waterproof 
and rip-stop fabric are designed to 
protect you from the rain and also 
the wind. 

The fabric draws moisture away from 
the inside utilising microporous and 
hydrophilic technologies ensuring you 
stay dry and warm all day long. All 
seams are high-frequency welded to 
ensure that you’re fully protected.

Designed with all outdoor 
professions and pursuits in mind, 
Kaiwaka Stormforce is an investment 
that you won’t regret, putting a 
barrier between you and whatever 
the weather may throw at you.

TWIN-SKIN
TECHNOLOGY
Get in touch with 
Nikki to find out 
more!

NIKKI WEYNBERG
01588 500125 
07903385278

125
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AGTEX LADY OF THE LAND AGTEX

KAIWAKA AGTEX SLEEVELESS VEST
KIWIKIT: SF113

AGTEX LADY OF THE LAND KAIWAKA OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: SFL412

KAIWAKA AGTEX LADY OF THE LAND BIB OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: SFL411
ROXAN: 880 0005-415 TO 421

• Lightweight, flexible and waterproof with ease  
of movement.

• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• One external chest pocket with flap and velcro 

closure for cell phones.
• Two hand warmer pockets with corners 

reinforced.
• Front shortened to reduce bulk with long tail flap 

for extra warmth and weather protection.
• Lined with Sherpa fleece for warmth and comfort
• All Agtex garments are farm chemical resistant.

• Elastic waistband with side adjustment for easy fitting.
• Unique double welded crutch seam with our No split seam guarantee
• Two side entry pockets for access to trouser pockets.
• Pockets reinforced in each corner for extra strength.
• Improved reinforced knee patches.
• Leg length can be shortened by cutting below the reinforced  

weld mark at the base of the leg.

• Elasticated adjustable braces.
• Large internal waterproof chest  

pocket with overflap.
• Waist side adjustment for easy fitting.
• Unique double welded crutch seam 

with our No split seam lifetime 
guarantee

• Leg length can be shortened  
by cutting below the reinforced 
weld mark  
at the base of the leg. 

• Two side entry pockets for access 
to trouser pocket.

• Improved reinforced knee patches.

KAIWAKA AGTEX LADY OF THE LAND PARKA
KIWIKIT: SFL410
ROXAN: 880 0005-408 TO 414

• Specially shaped for a better fit.
• Unique full face storm proof hood with drawstring and toggle  

adjustment, with improved peak design giving excellent peripheral vision.
• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• Double stormflap over zip with brass metal dome fasteners.
• Two large waterproof storage pockets.
• Comfortable, waterproof internal wrist cuffs in sleeves

PRICE:       £72.00

S - 3XL

PRICE:       £72.95

PRICE:      £64.95

XS - 3XL

XS - 3XL

PRICE:       £95.95

XS - 3XL

KAIWAKA AGTEX SHORT SLEEVE VEST
KIWIKIT: SF116

• Lightweight, flexible and waterproof with ease of 
movement.

• Short sleeves to give extra weather protection  
without restricting movement.

• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• One external chest pocket with flap and velcro  

closure for cell phones.
• Two hand warmer pockets with corners reinforced.
• Front shortened to reduce bulk with long  

tail flap for extra warmth and weather protection.
• Lined with Sherpa fleece for warmth and comfort.
• All Agtex garments are farm chemical resistant.

S - 3XL

PRICE:       £89.00
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WEATHERSHIELDWEATHERSHIELD

KAIWAKA WEATHER SHIELD BUSHSHIRT (NAVY / OLIVE)
KIWIKIT: WS920

The Kaiwaka Weathershield Range is ideal for those 
working in Agriculture, Horticulture, Contracting, 
Construction, Hunting, Fishing, Tramping, Forestry and 
Boating. 

• Lined weatherproof hood with drawstring and toggle 
adjustment, with NEW IMPROVED peak design giving excellent 
peripheral vision.

• YKK heavy duty two way zipper.
• Stormflap over zip with brass metal dome fasteners.
• Comfortable, waterproof internal wrist cuffs in sleeves.
• One external chest pocket with flap and velcro closure.
• Two lined hip pockets.
• Lined with Faran Ice.

KAIWAKA WEATHER SHIELD HOODIE (NAVY / OLIVE)
KIWIKIT: WS932
ROXAN: 
NAVY 880 0005-429 TO 434
OLIVE 880 0005-435 TO 440

• Full face drawstring hood.
• Zip front opening.
• Long sleeve.
• One external chest pocket with flap and velcro closure.
• One large storage pocket.
• Available in Navy or Olive

KAIWAKA WEATHERSHIELD CAMO HOODIES
KIWIKIT: SFL410

Our triple-layer, high performance  
Weathershield Hoodie jackets are built to take  
whatever the weather brings. They are water  
resistant, windproof, lightweight, breathable and flexible. 
In other words, they are the ultimate protective-but-
comfortable camo overtops for a day of working  
or adventure. 

The secret behind the sucess of the weathershield camo 
hoodie’s is the amazing triple-layer fabric we use. It’s like a 
microfleece sandwich: a top layer of advanced microfleece 
is backed with a PU windproof layer, which is bonded to an 
internal layer of microfleece.

This triple-layer fabric gives you four benefits:

• Windproof and water-resistant: PU middle layer 
resists water and won’t let the wind through.

• Stretchable: Four-way stretch ensures the 
garment moves with you.

• Breathable: Even when it’s resisting wind  
and rain, the three-layer fabric still allows  
internal moisture to get out.

• Lightweight: Lighter than the average 
wilderness hoodie.

PRICE:      £114.95

PRICE:       £152.50 

S - 4XL MENS: S - 3XL

LADIES : XS - 3XL

PRICE:       £99.95

S - 4XL

S - 2XL

PRICE:      £109.95
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T-SHIRTSOILSKIN

KAIWAKA OILSKIN SLEEVELESS VEST
KIWIKIT: OS50

KAIWAKA T-SHIRTS
KIWIKIT:
BLACK: TB003/B/SM - TB003/B/3XL
GREY: TG003/G/SM - TG003/G/3XL

KAIWAKA BEANIE HAT
KIWIKIT: BNE007GREY

KAIWAKA MOTORBIKE  
MITTENS
KIWIKIT: ST226

SLEEVE  
PROTECTORS
KIWIKIT: AGTX109

Kaiwaka OILSKIN is a completely natural fabric which is 
not only wind and waterproof, but breathable, keeping 
the wearer warm and dry. Kaiwaka Oilskin is ideal for 
Agriculture, Horticulture, Tramping, Contractors and 
Hunting. 

• Two zip hand warmer pockets
• YKK heavy duty zipper
• Front shortened to reduce bulk with long tail flap for extra 

warmth and weather protection.
• Lined with Sherpa fleece for warmth and comfort

This short sleeve tee, in classic black, is set to 
become your new wardrobe staple.  Designed 
for a relaxed fit and crafted from natural cotton, 
it not only feels great, but wears well and 
retains its shape longer.  Crewneck styling, flat 
shoulder and side seams for added comfort. 

• 100% Cotton
• ⚫Comfortable and loose fitting
• ⚫Available in Black and Grey

Cable knit Beanie
100% Acrylic with a  
Microfleece internal  
sweatband

Designed to fit over the  
bike handle bars.

Top quality arm 
and shoulder 
protection that’s 
easy to wear, and 
easy to clean. 
100% waterproof. 
100% fat, oil, acid 
and chemical 
resistant.

KAIWAKA OILSKIN SHORT SLEEVE VEST
KIWIKIT: OS40

• Two external chest pockets with flap and velcro closure.
• Two zip hand warmer pockets.
• YKK heavy duty zipper.
• Front shortened to reduce bulk with long tail flap for extra 

warmth and weather protection.
• Lined with Sherpa fleece for warmth and comfort.

S - 3XL

S - 3XL

S - 3XL

PRICE:       £25.95PRICE:       £83.50

PRICE:       £105.50 PRICE:     £18.50 PRICE:     £37.50 PRICE:     £28.50
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KIDS CLOTHINGHI VIS & KIDS CLOTHING

KAIWAKA STORMFORCE HI VIZ PARKA
KIWIKIT: STFC770

KAIWAKA TREKS KIDS BIB OVERTROUSER
KIWIKIT: TR1010

No need to compromise on comfort or water resistance 
when wearing hi-vis gear. 

• Designed to accommodate protective hard hat.
• Reflective tape on belt, brace, tail and upper arm.
• Two large waterproof storage pockets.
• Internal chest zipped pocket.
• YKK heavy duty two way zipper. 
• Double storm-flap over zip with  

brass metal dome fastener.
• Comfortable, waterproof internal 

neoprene wrist cuffs

Designed for busy little bodies, these smart fit kid’s bib 
overtrousers are 100% wind and waterproof, and super-
easy to get on and off. Supreme weather protection and 
breathable comfort from top to toe. Team them up with a 
Kaiwaka Kids Parka, and the world’s their playground! 

• Full front and high back protection.
• Adjustable elasticated shoulder straps.
• Elasticated waist to ensure snug fit.
• Two safety strips around right leg.
• Elastic cuffs around base of legs

KAIWAKA TREKZ KIDS PARKA
KIWIKIT: TR1002

KAIWAKA TREKS KIDS OVERTROUSER
KIWIKIT: TR1020

Just like the adult’s version, our ultra-durable kid’s 
waterproof parka uses the latest fabric technology and 
manufacturing techniques to seal out the weather and 
lock in the warmth. 

• Full head protection.
• Hood folds into collar.
• Safety strip around chest.
• Double Stormflap over zip with dome fasteners.
• Two large waterproof pockets.
• Comfortable elasticated wrist cuffs.

Perfect for kids on the go, these premium overtrousers 
combine a streamlined, non-bulky design with a super-
comfy, lightweight fit. 100% wind and waterproof. Team 
them up with a Kaiwaka Kids Parka, for complete coverage 
and all-weather protection – wherever they roam.

• Elasticated waist.
• Safety strip around both legs.

    TREKS KIDS BODYWARMER COMING SOON

AGE 2 - 12

S - 3XL

PRICE:       £19.25PRICE:       £28.50

PRICE:       £219.00 PRICE:       £24.50

AGE 2 - 12

AGE 2 - 12
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KAIWAKA CARE INSTRUCTIONS & SIZE GUIDE

KAIWAKA CARE INSTRUCTIONS

• Hand or machine wash up to 40°C (max)
• Do not spin, drip dry only
• Do not dry clean, tumble dry or iron
• Do not use bleach and minimise detergent
• Do not store away damp

SIZE GUIDES

TOPS XS SM M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL 7XL 8XL

CHEST (CM) 82-86 89-92 94-98 100-104 106-110 112-116 119-122 124-128 130-134 136-140 142-146 148-152

PANTS XS SM M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL 7XL 8XL

WAIST (CM) 68-72 74-78 80-84 86-90 92-96 98-102 104-108 110-120 116-120 122-126 128-132 134-138

TOPS XS
 (8)

SM
 (10)

M 
(12)

L 
(14)

XL 
(16)

XXL 
(18)

3XL 
(20)

4XL 
(22)

5XL 
(24)

6XL 
(26)

7XL 
(28)

8XL 
(30)

BUST (CM) 80 84-88 90-94 96-100 102-106 108-112 144-118 120-124 126-130 132-136 138-142 144-148

PANTS XS
 (8)

SM
 (10)

M 
(12)

L 
(14)

XL 
(16)

XXL 
(18)

3XL 
(20)

4XL 
(22)

5XL 
(24)

6XL 
(26)

7XL 
(28)

8XL 
(30)

WAIST (CM) 62-66 68-72 74-78 80-84 86-90 92-96 98-102 104-108 110-114 116-120 122-126 128-132

HIPS (CM) 89-93 94-98 99-103 104-108 109-113 114-118 119-123 124-128 129-133 134-138 139-143 144-148

MENS SIZING

LADIES’ SIZING

SIZE 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

KIDS SIZING
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Oringi rainwear is made 
from Flexothane, a Belgian-
developed fabric that is 100% 
waterproof and windproof, 
lightweight, supple and 
machine-washable.  

ORINGI CLOTHING

WHY CHOOSE ORINGI

WATERPROOFS

REINFORCED WATERPROOF OVERTROUSERS 
KIWIKIT: 3212

BENEFITS AND FEATURES

CHEVIOT WATERPROOF OVERTROUSERS   
KIWIKIT: 6320

The Reinforced Overtrouser is designed to increase 
the wear down the front of the leg, particularly 
where rubbing or abrasion is likely to occur against 
concrete walling in the parlour pit for instance, 
sheep handling and is also ideal for builders.

• Welded clear patch over knee area extending upwards 
to top of thigh.

• Same Cheviot Design
• Same Unique No split Guarantee on inside seams
• Pocket on hip
• Snap fastener at ankle
• Ideal if you are hard on your overtrousers!

Years of using the garments and 
listening to their customers meant  
that Oringi designed their waterproofs 
to take the wear but to be comfortable 
and durable whatever you did.

Popular with our customers  
and with sales increasing annually  
it is apparent from your comments  
the Oringi waterproofs are a firm 
favourite on the farm.

• Unique never split guarantee on inside leg seam of trousers.
• Made from high quality Flexothane® to the unique  

Oringi/KK design.
• 100% Waterproof.
• Super lightweight and 150% flexible.
• Machine washable – recommended to increase life of 

garment! 
• Windproof.
• High tear resistance.
• Noiseless.
• Easy on nature – no chloride.
• Hygienic – antifungal treated to help stop mould and odour.

The world’s first waterproof Overtrousers guaranteed 
not to split on the inside leg seams!

• At just 300 grams these will be the most comfortable 
waterproofs you’ve ever owned

• Convenient right hand access pocket plus tough snap 
fasteners at the ankles to keep the hems out of the dirt.

• Antislip elasticated waist band
• Lightweight and hugely flexible -150% !!
• Machine washable

Photo credit: Chloe Hyde

PRICES FROM:    £41.50

 XS - 3XL

 XS - 4XL

PRICES FROM:    £51.50
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• Extra-wide bib for  
superior chest coverage.

• Internal chest pocket.
• Trouser access at right hip.
• No-split guarantee on inside 

seams.
• Snap-lock easy-release  

buckles on straps.
• Snap fasteners at ankles.

ORINGI CLOTHINGORINGI CLOTHING

WATERPROOFSWATERPROOFS

MOSSMAN BODYWARMER
KIWIKIT: 2328

FLEXOTHANE REPAIR KIT
KIWIKIT: ORPKIT

REINFORCED BIB  
OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: 4674

PICTON BIB  
OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: 6696

A popular garment for work or leisure –
this is a must have! 
Smart but practical.
A lightweight vest to keep you warm and dry.
Now with a Micro Fleece lining.

• Exactly the same as the  
Picton Bib but reinforced  
with welded clear patch on 
each leg from below knee  
to just below waist.

• Ideal for working in areas 
where there is greater risk  
of abrasion on the front  
of the bib.

• Same unique no-split 
guarantee on inside  
leg seam.

• Two micro fleece-lined pockets with Velcro for easy 
closing flaps.

• Unique collar design to limit wind chill.
• Windproof - same Flexothane® material.
• Special shoulder cap design sheds water.
• Extended back length.
• Ideal over overalls or under/over a fleece.
• Leaves arms free for when working but  

still gives plenty of protection.
• Internal mobile pocket.

Now available Oringi  
Flexothane Repair Kit 
to mend snags and tears. 

BESTSELLER!

REINFORCED BIB  
OVERTROUSERS

PICTON BIB  
OVERTROUSERS

CHATHAM HAT 
KIWIKIT: 4602-03

• Pure wool outer. 
• Polypropylene inner lining.
• The wool is shrink-treated and 

the polypropylene will  
manage moisture and stop 
your head from itching.

PRICE:          £9.00PRICE:          £3.95 

PRICE FROM:       £66.95

S - 4XL S-3XL XS-4XL

PRICES FROM:    £57.95PRICES FROM:    £67.95
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WATERPROOFSWATERPROOFS

PUHOI DAIRY GOWN 
KIWIKIT: 8138

HEALSVILLE LONG SLEEVE ELASTIC CUFF T 
KIWIKIT: 0963

ELTHAM DAIRY APRON 
KIWIKIT: 8132

RUBBER CUFF DAIRY SLEEVES 
KIWIKIT: 0966

• Oringi Puhoi all-in-one dairy gown
• Wrap around style with material ties
• Long-sleeved design
• Elasticated cuffs
• Machine washable
• Navy

• Adjustable waist and neck straps.
• Full wrap-around style.
• Soft, supple and comfortable.
• Recommended for machine washing  

to extend the life of your apron.

• Rubber Cuff Design for maximum 
protection

• Rubber cuff protects from water run-back.
• Keep sleeves and arms clean during 

milking.
• Soft, supple to wear.
• Cuff can be cut to size.
• Elasticised upper arm. 52cm length sleeve.

• Double-welded under arm to ensure it won’t split.
• Adjustable velcro closure at collar so it’s easy to pull on.
• Popular design, light and tough like all the other gear
• Back length of 83cm to overlap nicely  

with bib or over-trousers.
• Elasticated cuffs.
• Draw-cord in bottom hem.

PRICE:       £62.50 PRICE:       £33.50 PRICE:       £18.00

 S - 3XL  S - 3XL

ONESIZE

PRICES FROM:    £58.00
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100% waterproof and 
windproof agricultural 
clothing, tried and tested 
in the unpredictable 
climate of New Zealand.

STONEY CREEK CLOTHING

NEW! TEMPEST RANGE

WATERPROOFS

MEN’S TEMPEST JACKET 
KIWIKIT: SCRRM-0335-JBA

WHY CHOOSE TEMPEST?
MEN’S TEMPEST BIB OVERTROUSERS
KIWIKIT: SCRRM-0326-NB

• High collar with a built-in microplus neck scarf for warmth and comfort
• Double Ripstop 450D Nylon Ripstop face with a 15,000mm/10,000 

MVTR rating
• Internal water tight cell phone pocket, accessed under the storm flap
• Raglan style sleeves eliminate the need for a shoulder seam and 

maximises your range of motion
• Alpine twin adjustment hood with volume reducer for optimal fit and 

protection that won’t restrict your vision
• Elbow darts and neoprene internal sleeve cuffs help stop water 

running down your arm
• Double centre front zip storm flap with guttering system protects the 

main zip
• Generous drop pockets with large volume storage
• Back hem scoops lower than the front

Dairy Farmers sure know how to push gear to its limits and that’s why we developed the new 
Tempest Range of wet weather gear. Designed tougher than most, thanks to its advanced 
Dual Tough construction; which boasts an unprecedented Double Ripstop outer fabric and two 
waterproof breathable layers. These combine to give you the ultimate peace-of-mind, knowing 
that you’ve got the right gear to get the job done - throughout the seasons.

With convenient features, purpose-built design and most importantly “user-comfort” at the 
forefront of the design brief - the Tempest Range gives you the performance, durability and all-
day comfort that you can trust; day in day out, from the shed to the paddock and for every job in 
between.

• Convenient kangaroo hand pockets on the inside of the front bib and a zipped 
top drop pocket to keep your phone and other gear secure

• Back waist elastic band ensures a comfortable fit
• Handy side zip makes these bibs easy to put on
• Double Ripstop 450D Nylon Ripstop face with a 15,000mm/10,000 MVTR 

rating
• Dome adjustment at the hem allowing you to make the hem more profile and 

out of the way and wide adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles 
ensure perfect fit and comfort

• Side knee darts to maximise comfort and movement
• Scalloped back leg hem to reduce scuffing

PRICE:       £208.32

PRICE:       £149.99

 XS - 3XL

 XS - 4XL
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• Back waist elastic band ensures a comfortable fit
• Access your internal pant pockets via Velcro side hand openings
• Double Ripstop 450D Nylon Ripstop face with a 15,000/10,000 mm 

MVTR rating
• Dome adjustment at the hem allowing you to make the hem more 

profile and out of the way
• Full internal adjustable belt with belt loops
• Front and back rise gusset provides enhanced comfort and re-

enforcement to high stress areas
• Seam free in-legs offers increased comfort and reduced rubbing/wear
• Side knee darts to maximise comfort and movement
• Scalloped back leg hem to reduce scuffing

• Convenient kangaroo hand pockets on the inside of the front bib and a zipped top 
drop pocket to keep your phone and other gear secure

• Back waist elastic band ensures a comfortable fit
• Handy side zip makes these bibs easy to put on
• Double Ripstop 450D Nylon Ripstop face with a 15,000mm/10,000 MVTR rating
• Dome adjustment at the hem allowing you to make the hem more profile and out 

of the way
• Wide adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles ensure perfect fit and 

comfort
• Front and back rise gusset provides enhanced comfort and re-enforcement to high 

stress areas
• Seam free in-legs offers increased comfort and reduced rubbing/wear

OUTDOOR CLOTHINGOUTDOOR CLOTHING

MEN’S OVERTROUSERS 
KIWIKIT: SCRRM-0324-OBK

WOMEN’S BIB OVERTROUSERS 
KIWIKIT: SCRRW-0326-NBA

WOMEN’S JACKET 
KIWIKIT: SCRRW-0335-JBA

• High collar with a built-in microplus neck scarf for warmth and comfort
• Double Ripstop 450D Nylon Ripstop face with a 15,000mm 

/10,000 MVTR rating
• Internal water tight cell phone pocket, accessed under the storm flap
• Raglan style sleeves eliminate the need for a shoulder seam  

and maximises your range of motion
• Alpine twin adjustment hood with volume reducer for optimal  

fit and protection that won’t restrict your vision
• Elbow darts and neoprene internal sleeve cuffs help stop  

water running down your arm
• Double centre front zip storm flap with guttering system protects the main zip
• Generous drop pockets with large volume storage
• Back hem scoops lower than the front

STONEY CREEK CLOTHINGSTONEY CREEK CLOTHING

PRICE:       £124.99 PRICE:       £149.99

PRICE:       £208.32

 S - 3XL SIZE 6 - 16

SIZE 6 - 16
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OUTDOOR CLOTHINGOUTDOOR CLOTHING

Worn over layers, the Boiler Vest is lightweight warmth without 
restrictions.

• Seamless sides for added durability
• High pile 400 Berber fleece lining for warmth
• 100% seam sealed for enhanced weather protection
• 100% waterproof fabric
• Long drop tail for added cover when working

MEN’S BOILER VEST 
KIWIKIT: 2161

The Women’s Thermolite Jacket has been specifically designed 
to provide maximum core warmth and comfort without the 
bulk of traditional insulated jackets. The high warmth to weight 
ratio makes the Thermolite Jacket perfect to have on hand for 
those frosty cold morning starts, out watching the kid’s on a 
winter morning, or just for those outdoor evenings when the 
temperature really starts to plummet. 

MEN’S THERMOLITE JACKET 
KIWIKIT: HIM-7335-JBL

Highly compactable, the Thermolite Vest is your first choice 
insulation layer that will be ready-to-go. Packed with ultra-
warm Primaloft® Silver down blend, the Thermolite Vest 
provides you protection from the wind, high insulation, water 
resistance and ultimate comfort thanks to is 4-way stretch 
durable fabric. 

MEN’S THERMOLITE VEST 
KIWIKIT: LIM-8330-VBL

Working on the farm your gear needs to be tough and 
comfortable. The Rouser is made from Stoney Creek’s 
exclusive Microtough fabric and is lightweight, quick drying and 
incredibly durable. The gusset gives you freedom of movement 
and there is plenty of storage with rear pockets, zipped hand 
pockets and a handy thigh pocket.

• Quick drying
• Durable
• Wind resistant

MICROTOUGH ROUSERS 
KIWIKIT: SCR71102

STONEY CREEK CLOTHINGSTONEY CREEK CLOTHING

PRICE:            £74.99 

 S - 4XL

PRICE:      £208.00

 S - 4XL

 S - 4XL

 S - 4XL

PRICE:      £165.00

PRICE:         £58.00
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OUTDOOR CLOTHINGOUTDOOR CLOTHING

The Station shirt is the perfect winter working jacket. Windproof 
fleece for comfort in howling wind or early mornings on the bike. 
Reinforced in high wear areas with waterproof nylon. The full zip 
makes it easy to get on and off over multiple layers.

• 100% windproof, warm insulation, 4-way stretch, weather resistant 
• Reinforced arms to protect high wear areas

STATION SHIRT 
KIWIKIT: SCR91124

The Farm Trackpants are the perfect work and play tough 
garment. They are re-inforced in all the right areas. Warm, 
tough and quick drying, they will be your farm staple.

• Elastic ankle cuffs
• Articulated knees for unrestricted movement
• Fleece lined hand pockets
• Double layer heavy duty 400D Oxford Nylon reinforced seat and legs 

for added protection and abrasion resistance

FARM TRACKPANT 
KIWIKIT: RMM-7309-LBA

The new and improved Microplus Longsleeve, 
with an added chest pocket, this is a great 
lightweight layer to keep you warm when you 
need it.

• Half zip for easy on and off
• Chest pocket
• Two-tonecolourway
• Available in Black & Bayleaf/Black

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE MICRO FLEECE 
KIWIKIT: SC1614 / SC1610

Wool blend - feel and insulation of wool, with the quick drying 
and strength of advanced fabric technology.

If you’re looking for lightweight warmth with a touch of style, 
then our Men’s Wool Blend range is just what you’re after. 
Made for the Stoney Creek outdoorsman who is looking for  
a smart-casual option for everyday use.

MEN’S WOOL BLEND PULLOVER 
KIWIKIT: SCLIM-7213-ABK

STONEY CREEK CLOTHINGSTONEY CREEK CLOTHING

 S - 4XL

 S - 4XL

PRICE:     £33.95

 S - 4XL

 S - 4XL

PRICE:     £74.99

PRICE:     £91.65

PRICE:     £41.95
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OUTDOOR CLOTHINGOUTDOOR CLOTHING

A warm, durable, lightweight and breathable beanie.

• Warm and durable
• Lightweight
• Breathable

PERFORMANCE PLUS BEANIE 
KIWIKIT: SC2763OSOBLCK/ SC2760OSO

Durable, Comfortable and quick drying. The super-strong 
100% nylon is lightweight and breathable. The surface is 
finished with a DWR to shed water and dirt. 

• ¾ length for extra protection
• Plenty of storage options, thigh pockets, two hand pockets; and 

two back pockets
• Heavy stitching for extra durability

ACTIVE RAPID DRY SHORTS 
KIWIKIT: R72002

Mother nature can be at her most unforgiving  
in rural areas, so it’s reassuring to know your gear  
has been tested and proven to perform in these  
unrelenting conditions. The Women’s Settlers  
Jacket has been specifically designed to provide  
technical severe weather protection, in a durable,  
lightweight and breathable design that’s comfortable  
to wear for everyday farming and outdoors use. 

• Alpine hood with wired peak and volume reducer for optimal fit.
• 100% waterproof, 100% windproof, 100% seam-sealed, tough

WOMEN’S SETTLERS JACKET 
KIWIKIT: SCRRW-7330-JBB

STONEY CREEK CLOTHINGSTONEY CREEK CLOTHING

Great for on the farm or when you need 
something to muck around in the weekend. 
100% nylon finished with a DWR coating to 
shed water and dirt. 

Available in Green/Black (code 7074) and Blue/Black 
(7070) Sizes S – 3XL

JESTER SHORTS

When you like your shorts short and don’t care for the extra 
length, the Classic Rapid Dry Shorts are great round the farm  
or when you need something to muck around in at the weekend. 

Available in Black (code R71104B) and mocha (R71104) Sizes S – 3XL

• Spacious front pockets plus back pockets
• Elasticised waist band with draw cord

CLASSIC RAPID-DRY SHORTS

 S - 4XL

 SIZE 8-16

 S - 4XL

 S - 4XL

PRICE:     £12.50

PRICE:     £32.99

PRICE:     £41.65 PRICE:    £185.00

PRICE:    £66.65
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OUTDOOR CLOTHINGOUTDOOR CLOTHING

For those that prefer a sleeveless design and demand 
maximum core warmth with a tapered waist to fit.

• Hood for added warmth and comfort in the cold, that won’t 
restrict your vision

• Primaloft® Silver Down Blend which has been waterproof 
treated to prevent the loft from collapsing

WOMEN’S THERMOLITE VEST BLUE 
KIWIKIT: SCLIW-8330-VBL

Built-in belted waist with elastic for comfortable exact fit

• Zipped side entry pockets allow for easy access to layers 
underneath

• Inseam gusset and articulated knees for enhanced comfort and 
unrestricted movement

• Ultra-durable 400D Oxford Nylon provides added abrasion 
resistance in high wear lower leg areas

WOMEN’S SETTLERS OVERTROUSERS 
KIWIKIT: SCRRW-7325-OBU

• Warm
• Lightweight
• Fast Drying
• Available in 

Black

WOMEN’S MICROPLUS FLEECE 
KIWIKIT: SCR61103

• High fleece lined collar  
for added warmth and comfort

• Wool blend - feel and insulation  
of wool, with the quick drying  
and strength of advanced  
fabric technology

• Storm flap to protect main  
zip from the elements

• Chest pocket and zip for  
secure storage options 

WOMEN’S WOOL PULLOVER 
KIWIKIT: SCLIW-7213-ABK

The Women’s Thermolite Jacket has been specifically designed to 
provide maximum core warmth and comfort without the bulk of 
traditional insulated jackets. The high warmth to weight ratio makes 
the Thermolite Jacket perfect to have on hand for those frosty cold 
mornings.

• Primaloft® Silver Down Blend which has been waterproof treated to 
prevent the loft from collapsing

• Fleece lined hand warmer pockets
• Large volume chest pocket for secure gear storage and double sided zip 

allows you to pack jacket back down into it’s own pocket
• High insulation, 100% windproof, lightweight, weather resistant

WOMEN’S THERMOLITE JACKET BLUE 
KIWIKIT: SCLIW-7335-JBL

STONEY CREEK CLOTHINGSTONEY CREEK CLOTHING

SIZE 8-16

SIZE 8-16 SIZE 8-16 SIZE 8-16

SIZE 8-16

PRICE:    £165.00

PRICE:    £74.99PRICE:    £33.95

PRICE:    £124.99

PRICE:    £208.00
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SIZE GUIDESSTONEY CREEK CARE INSTRUCTIONS

STONEY CREEK CLOTHINGSTONEY CREEK CLOTHING

To extend the life of the garment and for best performance,  
use a small amount of non-scented LIQUID detergent. DO NOT  

use powder detergents, fabric softener or chlorine bleach. Powder 
detergents include artificial scents, UV brighteners and abrasives  

that will reduce the life of the garment.

Care after every use: Clean or wipe down any dirt, blood, sweat.  
Ensure your rainwear layer is fully DRY before you store it away.  
Ensure that the environment where you store your garments is  
in a dry damp-free place. Ensure rainwear items are hanging up  

and not stored in a bag or screwed up in a heap.

Durable Water Repellency (DWR): If you notice that the water  
is not beading off the outer surface it’s time to replenish  

the DWR. Wash your jacket through a standard wash cycle  
(use liquid detergent), then you can wash it again using an in-wash  

DWR replenisher (at 30°C) OR a spray on DWR replenisher.  
Air dry the garment – do not tumble dry.

SIZE CHEST INCHES WAIST INCHES

6* 32 3/8 INCH 24 1/2 INCH
8 34 3/8 INCH 26 1/2 INCH

10 36 3/8 INCH 28 1/2 INCH
12 38 3/8 INCH 30 3/8 INCH
14 40 3/4 INCH 33 3/4 INCH
16  43 INCH 35 1/8 INCH
18 45 3/8 INCH  37 1/2 INCH
20  48 3/8 INCH 40 INCH 
22*  50 INCH  42 1/4 INCH

SIZE CHEST INCHES WAIST INCHES

x-small 34 1/2 INCH 30 INCH
SMALL 36 1/2 INCH 32 INCH

MEDIUM 38 1/2 INCH 34 INCH
LARGE 40 1/2 INCH 36 INCH

X-LARGE 42 1/2 INCH 38 INCH
2X-LARGE  45 INCH 40 INCH
3X-LARGE 48 INCH 43 INCH
4X-LARGE  51 INCH 46 INCH 
5X-LARGE  54 INCH 50 INCH
7X-LARGE  60 1/2 INCH 56 INCH

LADIES’ SIZING

MEN’S SIZING
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Boot’s and Wellies
perfect for on farm.

FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES

WELLINGTONS

FOOTWEAR

WELLINGTONS

SKELLERUP QUATRO INSULATED KNEE WELLINGTON 
KIWIKIT: 102160

SKELLERUP QUATRO KNEE WELLINGTON 
KIWIKIT: 102110

SKELLERUP QUATRO KNEE SUPER SAFETY S5
KIWIKIT: 202111

SKELLERUP QUATRO KNEE SUPER SAFETY S5 INSULATED
KIWIKIT: 202161

• Quatro Insulated Wellingtons
• Ergonomically designed to lock in the foot.
• 4mm CR-foam insulation
• Quatro Comfort System innersole and high  

abrasion cupped rubber outsole

Developed by Skellerup with the help of the most 
knowledgeable development engineers in the world, 
and thoroughly tested in the field, to ensure they 
meet customers’ needs. They combine exceptional 
comfort, traction and overall performance even in the 
most extreme weather conditions.

• High abrasion rubber outsole
• Ergonomically designed to lock in foot, prevents heel 

slipping out
• Available in safety

• Knee length, fully waterproof rubber super safety boot’
• They combine exceptional comfort, traction and overall 

performance even in the most extreme weather conditions.
• Comfort fitting steel toe cap; certified to EN20345 E HRO CI 

and steel penetration resistant midsole
• Oil, acid and heat resistant outsole

• Knee length, fully waterproof rubber super safety boot
• S5 safety rating meeting EN ISO 20345 S5
• 4mm neoprene fleece lining comfort tested to -50°C
• SureGrip 360 antistatic nitrile outsole with integral digging pad
• Quatro Comfort System insole
• ComfortForm steel toe cap & steel penetration resistant midsole

PRICE:        £62.00 PRICE:        £78.00

PRICE:        £68.00

PRICE:         £72.00

SIZE: 6-13

SIZE 5-13

SIZE 5-13

SIZE 5-13
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FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIESFOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES

WELLINGTONS WELLINGTONS

SKELLERUP QUATRO SPORT WELLINGTON 
KIWIKIT: 102166

TAIHAPE SOCK – IDEAL FOR WELLINGTONS 
KIWIKIT: 9125

• 70% Merino, 26% Nylon, 4% 
Lycra.

• Designed for use in 
gumboots with heavier 
loop structure for comfort. 
for easy care.

• Extra cushioning on soles and heels.
• Comfortable and durable.
• Slightly thicker than Milford.

4-5 Small, 5.5- 7.5 Medium, 8-10.5 Large, 11-13.5 XL 
 

The Quatro Sport is the latest boot available from Skellerup 
Footwear and the first country sport boot in the Skellerup 
range.  The Quatro Sport takes the high levels of comfort and 
reliability enjoyed by all Quatro wearers and pairs it with a 
more refined and stylish look suitable for all country pursuits 
while still being hardy enough for farm work.

MILFORD SOCKS   
KIWIKIT: 9133

• 70% Merino for comfort 
and warmth, 30% nylon 
for wear.

• Broad top band to 
minimise calf pressure.

• Shrink-controlled  
for easy care.

• Shin protection. Y heel with additional support 
in Achilles tendon and arch region.

• Additional dense terry cushioning sole, heel 
and toe.

• Excellent for market/work boots

5 Small, 5.5- 7.5 Medium, 8-10.5 Large, 11-13.5 XL

• These are the ultimate in  
technical socks for comfort  
and warmth. 

• Great for walkers. 
 

4-5 Small, 5.5- 7.5 Medium, 8-10.5 Large, 11-13.5 XL

SERIOUS TREKKER HEAVY WEIGHT BOOT SOCK 
KIWIKIT: 9134

• 50% Merino wool, 24% 
channel polyester, 24% nylon, 
2% lycra.

• Elasticated arch support.
• Soft rib top. Reinforced wear 

pads in heel and sole that 
reduce friction.

PRICE:         £12.95 ex VAT

PRICE:              £85 ex VAT

SIZE: 4-13 PRICE:         £12.95 ex VAT

PRICE:         £13.95 ex VAT

TECHNO PU WELLINGTONS 
KIWIKIT: TROYAS

• The PU/TPU anti-slip outsole provides exceptional grip in extreme 
environments avoiding slips and trips

• Ultra-light. No more heavy or tired legs after a hard day’s work.
• Waterproof and with excellent insulation properties 
• Each pair comes with a pair of anti-bacterial, memory foam insoles.
• Techno Boots are value for money with their superior durability and 

outstanding comfort.
• Available in safety and non-safety

SIZE: 4-12

  Non-Safety:         £36.00   Safety:          £39.00

COW AND SHEEP SOCKS
KIWIKIT: 8491/ 8493

• Kiwiana inspired pictorial socks featuring imagery of iconic  
New Zealand farm animals

• Proudly made in New Zealand at Norsewood.
• Blend – 80% Merino, 18% Nylon, 2% Lycra
• Size – One size fits all
• Cow (8491) or Sheep (8493) pattern.

PRICE:         £7.95 ex VAT
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All the day to day 
essentials you need.

DAIRY ESSENTIALS

HOOF TREATMENTS

DAIRY  
ESSENTIALS

HOOF TREATMENTS

JFC SHEEP HOOF PREMIUM – 20L 
KIWIKIT: HHS20

JFC DAIRY PREMIUM HOOF TREATMENT - 20L 
KIWIKIT: HHD20

STOCKMAN’S HOOF MAT
KIWIKIT: 217 590

The Sheep hoof treatment is for use in penned and 
walkthrough applications. For external use only the hoof 
treatment contains Sulphuric Acid and Orthophosphoric Acid. 

• Fast acting and long lasting
• Reduces Zinc and copper sulphate usage by 85%
• Safe and easy to use
• Contains antiseptic and cleaning properties
• Lowers pH of footbath solution
• For initial use the treatment should be used at 4% with 1% Zinc 

Sulphate for four consecutive days. 
• For ongoing use the treatment should be used at 2% with 1% Zinc 

Sulphate as required. 
• 800 sheep passes with a 100L bath.

The Premium hoof treatment is for use in cattle footbaths. For external 
use only the hoof treatment is a chelated zinc and copper solution.

• The chelated zinc and copper is covered in an amino acid case  
that attaches, disrupts and kills bacteria.

• The solution also contains tea tree oil, which acts as a natural antiseptic.
•  A 2% dilution rate is recommended for regular use.
•  A 4% dilution rate is recommended if there is a bad case  

of lameness in the herd.
• Also available in 200 litres and 1000 litres
• 500 cow passes per 200L footbath

Hoofmat is now accepted as one of the most 
appropriate methods of treatment of lameness in cattle. 
For most successful treatment place the mat or mats in 
the entrance to the milking platform. Fill the mats with 
the remedy of your choice, using a bucket or watering-
can, then simply top-up as required during milking. By 
placing the mat at the entrance to the milking area,  
cows have their feet treated before standing  
quietly being milked. 

  PRICE:         £103.00

  PRICE:      £110 ex VATPRICE:          £119.00
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DAIRY ESSENTIALSDAIRY ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIAL PARLOUR PRODUCTS

KIWIACID LIQUID 
KIWIKIT: KIWIACID20

KIWIALK LIQUID 
KIWIKIT: KKALK

TEAT WIPES 
KIWIKIT: B81020090

NITRILE GLOVES
KIWIKIT: GN0010

KiwiAcid is a mix of Phosphoric and Nitric Acid with low dilution rates.  
It can be used as a circulation cleaner and as a DX Tank cleaner.

20L, and 200L

• A low dose alkali cleaner
• Chlorine, QUAT and Dicloroisocyanurate (DIC) Free. 
• Suitable for Parlour and DX Tank Cleaning.

20L and 200L

• Quat Free and Biguanide free Teat wipes
• Lactic Acid Formulation
• Disinfectant including skin moisturising 

agents for udder care.
• Ready to use
• 35GSM Polycotton Substrate
• Sheet Size: 20cm x 23cm
• 800 pack
• Refill pack available
• Bulk discounts available

Our Dairy wipes are  
designed specifically for  
the conditioning, cleaning 
and disinfection of cow teats 
to help reduce the risk of 
mastitis, thereby improving 
milk yields and quality and 
contributing to good  
animal health.

• Tough and durable. 
• Ideal for milking.
•  Boxes of 100 Medium to Extra Large.

KIWISAN POWDER 
KIWIKIT: KKSAN

• A low dose alkaline detergent. 
• Use at least twice weekly to remove milkstone, mineral deposits, 

protein, fat and tenacious milk solids. 
• Suitable for all types of parlour.

20kgMILKING GLOVES - ALOE TOUCH NITRILE GLOVES 
KIWIKIT: MDS195184

• Lined with freeze-dried Aloe. Aloe coating acts 
as continuous lubricant as moisture generates its 
release. 

• Powder-free, easy on the hands. 
• Hard wearing. 
• 12 inch cuffs. 50 gloves per box.

ESSENTIAL PARLOUR PRODUCTS

  BUCKET PRICE:       £17.50

  REFILL PRICE:         £14.50

PRICE:        £59.00

  PRICE:    £56.00

  PRICE:    £56.00

   PRICE:         £15.95   PRICE:     £15.95
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KIWIACID

Kiwiacid is a mix of Phosphoric 
and Nitric Acid with low dilution 
rates. lt can be used as a 
circulation cleaner and as a DX 
Tank cleaner. Available in 20L, 
200L.

KIWIALK LIQUID

A low dose alkali cleaner. 
Chlorine, QUAT and 
Dicloroisocyanurate (DIC) Free. 
Suitable for Parlour and DX 
Tank Cleaning. Available in 20L 
and 200L

Example: 20 unit milking parlour requires 400ml per wash. 
Product costs £2.80 per litre, price per wash £1.12

 Top Tip: Lower volumes are more accurately dispensed.

CLEANING ROUTINE

1. Rinse plant with 20 litres of cold/warm 
water per unit to remove all milk and 
minerals.

2. Morning Wash – Alkali Use 10 litres of hot 
water at 85°C with 20ml of KiwiAlk liquid 
or 20g of Kiwisan Powder per set of teat 
cups.

3. Re-circulate and drain to waste – Rinse 
with potable water or add Peracetic Acid or 
Hypochlorite to final rinse (approx. 1ml/litre 
of water) 

4. Evening Wash – Acid Use 10 litres of cold 
or hot water with 20ml of Kiwiacid liquid.  
Circulate and drain to waste. Rinse with 
potable water or add Peracetic Acid or 
Hypochlorite to final rinse.

COST BREAKDOWN

PARLOUR CHEMICALS KIWIDIP
100 litre IBC delivered direct to farm

Need to protect your herd’s teat condition? 

KiwiKit are delighted to be able to offer their high quality, high emollient teat/spray KiwiDip for use 
directly after milking. Containing 5200ppm iodine and 11% total emollients. (>10% glycerine) 

KiwiDip is ready to use, premium quality iodine dip or spray for teat disinfection proven to be effective 
against environmental and contagious bacteria. 

The high levels of emollient give KiwiDip excellent skin and conditioning properties and our customers 
are thrilled with the results!

20L:      £32.00

NOW AVAILABLE

KiwiSure  - Chlorohexadine based high 
emollient teat dip / Spray in 1000 Litres 

 
1000 litre IBC delivered direct to farm – 

Contact KiwiKit office for price and to  
place an order.

Office No. : 01584 879959

200L:    £225.00

1000L:    POA

“Teat condition was dramatically 
improved in only 2 weeks using 

KiwiDip, going from an average level 
to supreme in that short period of 

time. Teat coverage is excellent and 
the texture of teats is like velvet. I 

am absolutely delighted and would 
recommend to any dairy farmer!”

- Aled Jones from Morlogws Uchaf
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DAIRY ESSENTIALSDAIRY ESSENTIALS

FIL TEAT HYGIENE

FIL IODOSHIELD ACTIVE 
KIWIKIT:  
20L: IA20
100L: IA100

FIL ULTRACARE TEATSHIELD 
KIWIKIT: 
20L: TU20 
100L: TU100

• Unique combination of 
Manuka honey  
and quality skin care 
components.

• Sold as concentrate allowing 
flexibility  
for variable strength mixing.

• Can be used as a spray or dip.
• No extra emollient required,  

delivers cost savings.
• Iodine base.
• Fully field trialled by New 

Zealand farmers. 

FEATURES

• Excellent product viscosity for spray or dip applications.
• Consistent bacteria knock down ability.
• High levels of emollient giving excellent teat condition.
• An option for operators with iodine sensitivity.
• An alternative option to Iodine based teat sprays or dips.

FEATURES

• Skin care ingredients improve teat condition 
and smoothness, while honey locks in 
moisture around the teat surface ensuring 
excellent adherence and surface coverage.

• No extra emollient is required as an additive, 
keeping costs and mixing time down.

• High quality iodine base ensures a proven 
means of decreasing the bacterial invasion 
of the teat assisting in controlling somatic 
cell counts throughout the season.

• Results from field trials in difficult farming 
conditions revealed superior healing ability 
and bacteria reduction.

BENEFITS

FIL TEAT HYGIENE

The FIL system is very cost effective when used 
at correct dilution. New customers are supplied 
with measuring jug and chemical pumps free of 
charge where required. Discounts are available 
for multi-drops and bulk purchase.

1. Current products used.
2. What is current weekly wash 

programme.
3. What is usage rate in hot water.
4. Amount of product used per wash 

/per week.
5. Price of products.

Should you wish to compare the cost per week 
of your current product to the FIL System,  
please contact us with the information above.

PRICING

PRICE COMPARISON

FIL QUANTUM GOLD 
KIWIKIT: 
20L: QG20
100L: QG100

FIL QUANTUM BLUE 
KIWIKIT: 
20L: QB20
100L: QB100

High strength controlled foam 
acidic detergent. Wet detergent 
foam makes it particularly 
effective in cleaning plants 
that require high foam levels 
to reach inaccessible parts. 
Balanced blend of surfactants, 
acids and a new generation low 
toxicity biocide provide reliable 
cleaning.

Ultra-low controlled foam 
acidic detergent. Low foaming 
in any water temperature, 
particularly effective for use 
in high turbulence plants. A 
balanced blend of surfactants, 
acids and a new generation 
polymeric biocide provides 
reliable low foam cleaning in 
most types of water.

100L:       £699.00

100L:        £695.00 100L:       £398.00 100L:       £398.00

20L:         £98.00 20L:         £98.00

   20L:       £176.00

20L:          £178.00
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CALF JACKETS

PRICE:       £

PRICE:       £

NZ SYNTHETIC CALF BLANKET – 22”, 24” & 28” 
KIWIKIT: CC022 / CCAB24 / CC0228

NZ CANVAS CALF BLANKET – 2’ 3” OR 2’ 6”
KIWIKIT: CC012320 / CC012620

Our ‘Classic’ Calf jacket is a snug/ fitted design 
with leg straps and belly straps to help keep it 
secure and in place. The plastic clips are easy to 
adjust and washing machine safe. Tape seamed, 
waterproof outer and 200gm fill, this jacket 
is well equipped to handle the cold and wet 
weather.

• 600 denier ripstop outer 
• Breathable (3,000) waterproof (3,000) material
• Machine washable at 40c

  Our ‘NZ Canvas’ Calf Blanket is a simple, cost 
effective solution to help keep calves warm and 
protected during the cooler months.The simple 
design has a metal buckle closure at the front 
and one at the rear. Natural fibres are great for 
regulating temperature and won’t overheat as 
easily as synthetic materials. The 450gsm wool 
blend blanket lining is fully breathable and mid 
weight suitable for mild to cool climates. The 
100% cotton canvas is durable, showerproof  
and breathable.

FIL CLEANING ROUTINE

Rinse plant with 20 litres plus of cold/warm 
water per unit to remove all milk and minerals 
from plant.

Morning wash  
5 mornings a week follow cold rinse with hot 
acid wash. Use10 litres of hot water with 15ml 
of Quantum Gold/Blue per set of teat cups.  
Re-circulate and drain to waste. 
No need to rinse. 

Evening wash 7 nights a week carry out cold 
rinse as usual. Follow with cold or hot acid wash 
using 15ml of acid in 10 litres of water per set of 
cups. Re-circulate and drain to waste.No need 
to rinse.

Twice weekly cold rinse 
2 mornings per week circulate Kiwisan Powder 
alkali or Kiwialk Liquid instead of acid at a rate 
of 20 grams per 10 litres of hot water per set 
of cups. This is important in preserving and 
extending life of rubber wear. Re-circulate 
until temperature drops to 60˚C. Rinse plant 
thoroughly with cold water.

1.

2.a

2.b

3.

Disinfection Cycle – full 
rinse on all surfaces – cold 
water with Hypo/Peracetic 
Acid. (approx. 1ml/litre of 
water)

If bactoscans become an 
issue, increase the hot 
alkaline washes from 2 to 
4 times per week.

PRICE:       £20.95

PRICE:       £13.99
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COTSWOLD SUPASPRAY SPRAY GUN 
KIWIKIT: VS26

LIQUID GLYCERINE 20 LTR 
KIWIKIT: TRL0123

• Excellent coverage
• Robust
• 150mm lance

• For addition to teat 
dips when extra 
conditioning is 
needed.

• For animal use only.
• Suitable in cold, wet 

and windy conditions.

ESSENTIAL PARLOUR PRODUCTSKIWISOOTHE UDDER CARE

Healthy udders means no mastitis, no oedema and low  
somatic cell count and that translates to higher yields and no  
discarded milk. Softens and soothes hard quarters and tender udders  
after calving for healthy udders.

Kiwisoothe Udder Care is a care product  
for udders with essential oils and natural  
ingredients as main ingredients. This unique  
composition soothes and softens udders.  
The spray is easy to use in the milking parlour,  
in the calving pen and in the barn.Spraying  
each quarter three times with Kiwisoothe  
Udder Care is easy and quick to do.

“We have been using KiwiSoothe for 6 years now, it 
was initially used on freshly calved heifers but these 
days we use it on all suspected cases of mastitis 
and inflamed quarters. The dye highlights animals 
under treatment and ensures that treatment 
continues until the quarter has cleared up. The spray 
on-bottle is very handy to apply too!”

 - Johnny & Tommy Dodd, Cheshire. 

“We have been using Kiwisoothe for the last 8 
years on our organic herd plus all the freshly 
calved heifers, it helps enormously with milk let 
down and takes the oedema out of the udders. 
The blue Kiwisoothe helps with milking protocols 
in a 50:100 parlour, the cows calve in two blocks 
and we have it available for them at all times” 

- Richard Tomlinson, Rossett

WHITE CREAM 500ML (KUCC)             £22.00

BLUE SPRAY 500ML (KUCB500)         £25.00

YELLOW SPRAY 500ML (KUCY500)    £25.00

YELLOW SPRAY 5L (KUCY5LT)             £230.00

BLUE SPRAY 5L (KUCB5LT)                  £230.00

PRICE:       £72.00PRICE:       £38.99
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BREEDING MANAGEMENT

BREEDING MANAGEMENT

BREEDING
MANAGEMENT

BREEDING MANAGEMENT

METRICHECK 
KIWIKIT: MET002

Metrichecking is a procedure to identify cows that  
have endometritis. Identification of these animals allows  
for treatment before the commencement of mating in 
order to improve the reproductive performance of the herd 
which means an extra 14 – 20 days in milk per cow treated 
the next lactation.

ESTROTECT HEAT DETECTOR
KIWIKIT: EHD

• Estrotect is an economical, 
simple to use and highly effective 
heat detection aid. It features 
simple scratch-off technology 
for superior results in your visual 
detection program. 

• Estrotect is a management 
tool for artificial insemination 
programs or monitor recipients 
for embryo transfer.

• Works like a scratch-off card.
•  4 Fluorescent colours fuchsia, 

green, blue & yellow. 
• Highly visible. 

SHOOF CHIN BALL MATING HARNESS 
KIWIKIT: 217 610

Robust Harness with Stainless Steel 
ball container which can be filled with 
ink of the desired colour. This takes the 
guess work out of cattle breeding and 
allows the breeder to identify those 
cows which have been mated.  

Chin-ball fluid in an assortment  
of colours can also be purchased.

BULK DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

PRICE:       £90.00

PRICE (50pk)      £59.00PRICE:       £110.00
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FIL SYSTEM & MARKERS

FIL FLUORESCENT DETAIL TAILPAINT 
KIWIKIT: TDF
ROXAN: RANGES FROM 880 0005-228 TO 231

New Improved Formula!  
Market leader in New Zealand. Highly visible.

• Kits for 100 & 200 cows plus.
• A 200 cow kit has 6 red, 6 blue, 6 green & 2 

yellow 500ml bottles or choose your own mix of 
colours.

• Lasts even longer (up to 21 days).   
• Brush applicator in top of bottle.
• Sold in 500ml and 1 litre bottles.

FIL FLUORESCENT TELL TAIL AEROSOL MARKER 
KIWIKIT: 
RED: TMAT 
GREEN: UMG

Highly visible, long lasting and can be applied to the udder from any angle. Use 
RED to mark cow undergoing treatment. Overspray with GREEN when cow has 
reached the end of the recommended  withholding period.
 
New improved formula now available in 500ml aerosol.

FIL FLUORESCENT TELL TAIL AEROSOL MARKER 
KIWIKIT: 
RED: TMAR
GREEN: TMAG
BLUE: TMAB
YELOOW: TMAY

• Useful as markers, to top-up paint or for maiden heifers 
where  
they do not rub paint off easily. Highly visible. 500ml can.

• TMAR Red, TMAG Green, TMAB Blue TMAY Yellow only

FIL SYSTEM & MARKERS

FIL DRAFT FOAM MARKER - PINK 
KIWIKIT: FMAP

Coloured foam marker for use as temporary animal  
marker to identify animals which are to be drafted out.

• Non irritant coloured foam
• Bright fluorescent colour
• Easy to see from distance especially in poor light
• Propellant: Hydrocarbon 

Directions for use: 
 
Foam Mark should be sprayed in one spot on the top of the 
animals back or hip. Hold can approximately 15cm from the 
animal and spray for 2-3 seconds. Soon after spraying the foam 
will rise to form a coloured blob easily seen from a distance 
even in poor light conditions. Depending on conditions, foam will 
disappear in approximately 30 minutes.

BREEDING MANAGEMENTBREEDING MANAGEMENT

BULK DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

BULK DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

PRICE:       £6.95

500ML PRICES FROM:       £8.40

PRICE:       £6.20

PRICE:       £6.75
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Browse our range of 
superior Stallion Feeders 
and calving sundries.

CALVING TIME

TRAIL FEEDERS

TRAIL FEEDERS

NEW DESIGN! STALLION MTF-50 MIXER/FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: MTF50

1000 litre tank - Dual axle

•  Galvanised frame
•     Mixing system is all  

    stainless steel and easy to clean
•     Metal dispensing gun
•     Galvanised jockey wheel
•     Easy clean   • 50 Teat 

1000L tank,1450H x 1520W x 3520L
60, 70 & 80 teat options available to order.
For videos on operation & cleaning see:  www.stallion.co.nz/mtf-series

Know exactly how much milk is being dispensed with 
a Flow-Meter and Nozzle available separately.

• Available in 50 teat option
• Mix and feed colostrum or milk to calves
• Carry up to 1000 litres for feeding calves in pen or 

paddock
• Self cleaning tank. Simply quarter fill the tank with 

clean water and the tank will clean in 3 minutes
• Guaranteed to save you time and energy feeding 

calves
• Electric start motor as an optional extra
• Made by New Zealand’s leading calf feeding 

company
• Comes with a 2 year warranty

STALLION OTM50 MIXER/FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: OTM50

Photo credit: The Dairy Daughter

PRICE:      £4725.00

 PRICE:      £4725.00
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TIM NIXON
07827 838 054

South of England

A word from Tim,  
on time saving benefits  
of Stallion Feeders...
Whatever your dairy farming style, Autumn,Spring or  
All year round increased welfare pressure may mean that  
you have been asked to keep more young stock for longer  
than you have done before. 

A trailed milk mixer/feeder can save you one of your most 
precious commodities, 

TIME.

With the Stallion trailed milk mixers and feeders (and not 
forgetting the Calfeteria and milk maid range) you have over 
36 Years of research and development to ensure that the vital 
early months of a calves life is a stress free process for both 
calf and farmer.

Please give any of the sales team a call to talk about what 
option is best for your business but please remember we do 
have to import them so to get the right one we will have to 
know, In good TIME. 

STALLION 
TRAILED 
FEEDERS 
If you have any 
questions, or need 
advice on Stallion 
Feeders, give Tim a 
call!
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• Manifold made for easy cleaning and milk 
flow

• 500L tank or 1000L tank to order (MG50LT)
Larger tank lids with three way locking 
system

• Built to withstand high wind
• Enclosed manifold means no contamination 

of the milk
• Enhanced stability with lower point of gravity
• Easy to level on uneven surface.
• Stronger frame with heavier gauge galvanised 

steel

CALVING TIMECALVING TIME

TRAIL FEEDERS

STALLION MG50S 
KIWIKIT: MG50S

STALLION MG-26 
KIWIKIT: MG26

STALLION OT50S 
KIWIKIT: OT50S

• 26 teat / 250 litre tank - single axle
• Larger tank lids with three way locking system, built to
• withstand high wind.
• Enclosed manifold means no contamination of the milk.
• Enhanced stability with lower point of gravity.
• Easy to level on uneven surface.
• Stronger frame with heavier gauge galvanised steel
• 1200H x 1200W x 1250L

• All metal parts hot-dipped galvanised.
• Plastic parts made from impact resistant polyethylene.
• Rounded edges and smooth corners.
• Proven and popular screw-in peach teats on manifold/trough.
• Easy tank wash system.
• Floating tank level indicator.
• Retractable drawbar for calf safety. 
• 500 litre tank capacity. 
• 1000L tank to order (OT50LT)

TRAIL FEEDERS

Delivery for Stallion Trailed Mixer/Feeders is FREE to anywhere within a 50 mile radius of the KiwiKit 
Craven Arms Office (SY7 8NU) Please call the office for a price on delivery outside of that area.

Delivery for Stallion Trailed Mixer/Feeders is FREE to anywhere within a 50 mile radius of the KiwiKit 
Craven Arms Office (SY7 8NU) Please call the office for a price on delivery outside of that area.

STALLION MT500  MILK MIXER 
KIWIKIT: MT500

• Honda petrol mixer engine     
• Calibrated floating level indicator. 
• Simple Click and Clean system
• Easy use dispenser gun allows rapid 

delivery 
• MT500 - 500L tank (single axle) 

1240H x 1450W x 3000L
• MT1000 - 1000L tank (tandem axle) 

1450H x 1450W x 3000L

PRICE:      £1500.00 PRICE:      £2325.00

PRICE:      £2575.00PRICE:       £3295.00
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COMPACT FEEDERS MILKMAID SERIES

STALLION POLYCONE MEAL FEEDER  
WITH BIRD SKIRTS 
KIWIKIT: PCBS

STALLION MILKMAID MM3 
KIWIKIT: MM3
ROXAN: 880 0005-218

STALLION POLYCONE  
MEAL FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: PCF

STALLION SC1 
KIWIKIT: SC1
ROXAN: 880 0005-225

Stallion Polycone Meal 
Feeder for Calves With 
Bird Skirts

• A strong feeder  
for calves in the field or 
larger pens.

• Impact resistant 
polyethylene

• Hot-dipped galvanised 
legs

• Capacity 16 litres. 
Compartments hold 
minimum of 2 litres.

• Strong, hook-over 
brackets. 

• Easy clean.
• Screw-in Peach Teats. 
• 260H x 280W x 430L.  

Stallion Polycone Meal 
Feeder for Calves 
without Bird Skirts

• A strong feeder for 
calves in the field or 
larger pens.

• Impact resistant 
polyethylene

• Hot-dipped 
galvanised leg frames

• Smart Cow Single 
Teat Feeder

• Square bucket with 
graduated scale from 
1 litre to 6 litres

• Replaceable peach 
teat adapter  
and screw in peach 
teat

STALLION MM5 MILK MAID  
COMPARTMENTALISED FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: MM5
ROXAN: 880 0005-219

• Capacity 25 litres. Compartments minimum 2 litres.
• Same strong, hook-over brackets.
• Screw-in Peach Teats. Easy clean.
• Dimensions 260H x 250W x 700L.

STALLION MM6 MILK MAID  
COMPARTMENTALISED FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: MM6
ROXAN: 880 0005-220

• Capacity 30 litres.
• Compartments hold a minimum of 2 litres.
• Strong hook over brackets.
• Screw-in Peach Teats. Easy clean.
• Dimensions 260H x 260W x 850L.

STALLION MM8 MILK MAID  
COMPARTMENTALISED FEEDER
KIWIKIT: MM8
ROXAN: 880 0005-221

• Capacity 40L. Compartments hold a minimum 2 litres.
• Same strong hook-over brackets.
• Screw-in Peach Teats. Easy clean.
• Dimensions 275H x 245W x 1460L.

PRICE:       £285.00

PRICE:       £77.50

PRICE:       £240.00

PRICE:       £111.00

PRICE:       £136.00

PRICE:       £167.00PRICE:       £17.50
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MILK MAID SERIES CALFATERIA SERIES

STALLION CALFATERIA FC5 5 TEAT FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: FC5
ROXAN: 880 0005-210

• Screw-in peach teats.
• Capacity 30 litres.
• Dimensions 255H x 250W x 700L.

STALLION MM10 MILK MAID  
COMPARTMENTALISED FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: MM10
ROXAN: 880 0005-216

• Capacity: 66 litres Compartments minimum 2 litres.
• Screw-in Peach Teats. Easy clean.
• Dimensions 350H x 500W x 1200L.

STALLION CALFATERIA FC10 10 TEAT FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: FC10
ROXAN: 880 0005-207

• Screw-in peach teats.
• Capacity 70 litres.
• Dimensions 300H x 520W x 1130L.

STALLION MM12 MILK MAID  
COMPARTMENTALISED FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: MM12
ROXAN: 880 0005-217

• Capacity: 70 litres Compartments minimum 2 litres.
• Screw-in Peach Teats. Easy clean.
• Dimensions 350H x 530W x 1230L.

STALLION CALFATERIA FC12 12 TEAT FEEDER
KIWIKIT: FC12
ROXAN: 880 0005-208

• Screw-in peach teats.
• Capacity 80 litres.
• Dimensions 300H x 520W x 1130L.

STALLION CALFATERIA FC13 13 TEAT FEEDER
KIWIKIT: FC13
ROXAN: 880 0005-209

• Screw-in peach teats.
• Capacity 80 litres.
• Dimensions 320H x 285W x 1800L.

STALLION MM13 MILK MAID  
COMPARTMENTALISED FEEDER
KIWIKIT: MM13

• Capacity 40 litres. Compartments minimum 2 litres.
• Same strong, hook-over brackets.
• Screw-in Peach Teats. Easy clean.
• Dimensions 320H x 280W x 1810L.

PRICE:       £89.00

PRICE:       £191.00

PRICE:       £158.00

PRICE:       £219.00

PRICE:       £177.00

PRICE:       £189.50PRICE:       £227.00
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CALFATERIA SERIES HAND-HELD CALF FEEDERS/DRENCHERS

SHOOF SPEEDY FEEDER (2.5 LITRE) 
KIWIKIT: 
2.5L SPEEDY FEEDER - 207404
4L SPEEDY FEEDER - 213731
TOP ASSEMBLY - 207407
SPARE TEAT - 202436

• Three options on air inlet into the bottle to control drinking speed.
• Easy grip hand-held, teat mounted into cap, easy filling and cleaning.
• Fitted with the popular Peach Teat
• 2.5 litre capacity.  
• Spare teat available.  
• 4 litre Speedy Feeder available.  
• Top Lid Assembly. 

STALLION CALFATERIA FC20 20 TEAT FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: FC20

A sturdy calf feeder with the popular Peach Teat feeding 
system. Peach Teats have integral non return valve and 
slits each side of the nipple ensuring the teat is leak 
resistant. Calves feed well on these teats and the feeder 
is designed for good clearance of milk. Made from easy to 
clean high impact, durable, long-lasting materials. Kim’s 
Tip – use a sandbag across frame underneath for extra 
stability with strong calves!

• 160 litres capacity.
• Mounted on galvanised frame.
• Supplied with screw-in peach teats.
• Non-compartmentalised.
• Dimensions 940H x 1120 Diameter.

SHOOF SPEEDY DRENCHER (2.5 LITRE) 
KIWIKIT: 
2.5L SPEEDY FEEDER - 207404
4L SPEEDY FEEDER - 213731
TOP ASSEMBLY - 207407

• Developed from Shoof’s famous Speedy Feeder calf feed bottle.
• Standard and well-proven design, rigid drench probe.
• Flow-adjustable 2.5 litre stomach feeder.
• The top assembly (probe with lid) is available separately  

to fit a standard Speedy Feeder bottle. 
• 4 litre Speedy Drencher available. 

ELECTRIC MILK WARMER 
KIWIKIT: MW11

Ideal for warming calf milk and colostrum 
There is no doubt calves do better on warm milk. They grow faster 
and are less susceptible to disease, a fact alone that makes the milk 
warmer an essential  piece of equipment The milk warmer will heat 
100 litres of milk from 17°C to 37°C in approximately 1 hour. 
Technical Data: Power Consumption : 2300W
Voltage: 230 Volts AC Weight 4.6 kg Protection: IP 44

PRICE:       £17.50

PRICE:       £277.00

PRICE:       £17.95PRICE:       £218.00
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HAND-HELD FEEDERS/DRENCHERS TEATS

STANDARD SCREW-IN PEACH TEAT 
KIWIKIT: 
BLACK SCREW IN: CFP758
PINK SCREW IN: CFP777

• Leak resistant.
• Easily removed for cleaning.
• No mounting rings to be lost or broken.
• Screws into Stallion and Milkflo feeders. 
• Dual Purpose. Can still be used as pull-through teat on conventional feeder.
• The best design for younger calves to get them feeding quickly.

PULL-THROUGH PEACH TEAT 
KIWIKIT: CFP760

• Specifically designed with a narrower teat diameter for 
easier pull-through attachment to feeders.

• Angled back-end for narrow moated feeders.
• Fits milk bar style feeders.

HAND-HELD SINGLE  
TEAT BOTTLE FEEDER 
KIWIKIT: SCB

• Leak-proof air breathers 
on cap and bottle for easier 
feeding.

• Peach Teat. 
• Ideal for starting baby calves.
• 2.5 litre capacity.

EASY CALVING  
STRAPS
KIWIKIT: ECS

• KK designed strong 
nylon non-slip webbing 
straps for use in calving. 
Fully washable.

• 80 inch length.

BIG DRENCHER TOP  
ASSEMBLY LID ONLY 
KIWIKIT: 213672

• To fit the Speedy  
Feeder or Speedy Drencher 
bottles. 

• Ideal for drenching mature 
cattle.          

HOW THE PEACH TEAT WORKS

 1. Valve never closes in its relaxed state so  
     cannot be blocked.
2. Milk opening on either side of the nipple.

The Peach Teat allows no more fluid to pass through it than a cow’s udder naturally would, 
allowing the calf to suckle more intensely than conventional technology. This stimulates the flow 
of saliva and improves the PH-level in the stomach and leads to better digestion.’

PRICE FROM:    £3.05

PRICE FROM:    £3.05

PRICE:       £5.25 PRICE:       £15.50 PRICE:       £8.40
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TEATS TEATS

BIG SOFTY TEATS - FIT MILK BAR FEEDERS 
KIWIKIT: 213696

With gravity feeders (where the milk level is higher than 
the teat), two issues arise. First is preventing leakage 
through the teat, and second is whilst preventing leakage 
still enabling the calf to suckle freely. The Big Softy 
achieves both these.

• Teat tip opens freely as soon as the calf begins suckling.
• Fits all feeders with standard 22mm (+/-1mm) teat holes.
• Equally suitable for hand-held bottle feeding.       

STALLION LAMB BUCKET 
KIWIKIT: BKTL

• Capacity:10L
• Gravity Lamb Bucket  

feeders are ideal for easy  
training and feeding lambs.

• Clip over fence bracket, suits 
both fences and hurdles.

• Easy convenient carry handle.
• Complete with 3 screw-on 

teats and 4 pull-through  
lamb teats.

PEACH TEAT TUBING 30 METRE ROLL 
KIWIKIT: KSA310

• Tubing 6mm x 4mm x 30M

PEACH TEAT ADAPTERS 
KIWIKIT: CFP450

Peach Teat adapters for holding Peach Teats

STALLION LAMB TEATS  
KIWIKIT: LBTAD

For bottles or are great used on any 
Stallion open trough or Milk Maid feeder.

MB TEATS TO FIT MILK BAR FEEDERS 
KIWIKIT: MB10

Available in multiples of 10.

8 TEAT GOAT FEEDER
KIWIKIT: GT8

250H x 240W x 700L/25litre/8 teat

• Gravity-fed 8 teat goat/kid feeder
• Two galvanised 
• steel brackets  

with adjusting 
• heights. 
• Eight tough 
• goat teats.

STALLION SMART COW TEAT 
KIWIKIT: SCTT
ROXAN: 880 0005-315

The Smart Cow Teat and Cap from Stallion is designed to fit all 
Stallion feeders. Fitted with a removable valve, the Stallion Smart 
Cow Teat has been designed for calves from 1-6 weeks and can be 
used with or without the valve.

The Smart Cow teat with the valve is ideal for calves 1-6 weeks as 
it helps the calves drink milk. When calves are older that 6 weeks, 
simply remove the valve as the calves have to suck harder, helping 
to further stimulate the saliva for better rumen development. 

PRICE:      £2.30 PRICE:       £44.00 PRICE:       £65.00

PRICE:       £31.50

PRICE:       £2.95

LAMB TEAT      £2.25 LAMB TEAT & CAP    £3.50

PRICE:        £3.10
PRICE FROM:    £3.15
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CALVING SUNDRIES CALVING SUNDRIES

ANKLE STRAPS 
KIWIKIT: 
BLUE: 7280B
GREEN: 7280G
RED: 7280R
YELLOW: 7280Y

• For long term marking
• High grade plastic 
• Length approx. 
• Easy to open – no tool required
• 4 colours

WATERPROOF CLOTH TAIL TAPES 
KIWIKIT: 
BLUE: TK03
GREEN: TK04
RED: TK01
YELLOW: TK02

• Bright colours for easy identification.
• Quickly applied.
• Available in 4 colours.
• Sold in individual rolls.

AS-MIX ELECTROLYTE
KIWIKIT: AS-MIX

• Low cost highly effective 
electrolyte for prevention and 
treatment of scouring calves.

• A unique blend of 
electrolytes, easily digestible 
carbohydrates, natural fibres 
and pectin.

• Can be fed by itself or in 
conjunction with fresh milk or 
milk replacer. 2.5kg Tubs.

• Dosage for approx 50kg Calf : 
50grms / half scoop

EXCAL EURO-SOFTY TEAT WITH ELBOW 
KIWIKIT: 210356

The 38mm Euro Softy teat has been designed to 
replace the complex teat and valve assemblies used in 
many feeding buckets. The advantages of this teat are 
it is much softer and more natural for the calf to suckle 
and it will last a very long time.

“We started using Asmix a couple of years ago on 
a recommendation by another farmer. The calves 
that require a little TLC are given it once they start 
scouring, and they bounce back within 24hrs.  We  
give it as a replacement to milk for those feedings  
and the calf usually responds better. We also found 
that it was far more cost effective than other 
remedies previously used”

- Sian Lima, Parcynog Farm, Pendine 

“The best thing about AS-Mix is 
its versatility; it can be mixed 

with milk or water, but also can 
be used at half rate for a group 

of calves slightly under the 
weather but not yet scouring 

and it mixes easily in large 
volumes.” 

- Nick Hughes, Caercoed, 
Carmarthenshire

Photo credit: @cupsoncows

PRICE:       £2.55

PRICE:       £5.75

PRICE:       £3.70

PRICE:       £56.50
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WATER FITTINGS

WATER FITTINGS

WATER FITTINGS

XTRAFLO SHORTTAIL TOP ENTRY VALVE 
KIWIKIT: XFTE-20

XTRAFLO LONGTAIL TOP ENTRY VALVE 
KIWIKIT: XFLTTE20

XFTE top entry 25mm apex fast flow ball valve complete with 
extension for thick walled tanks.

New Zealand designed. Faster filling.

High flow rate valve for maximum water flow into large tanks. 
Full flow diaphragm activated patented self-cleaning mechanism 
to minimise blockage. Extended connector included (not shown) 
makes it suitable for concrete tanks. High and low water pressure 
option. 

Apex Xtraflo XFLT-TE water tank valve 25mm with integral back plate for 
thin walled tanks.

Boasting an exceptional flow rate of 425 Litres per minute at 175psi this 
New Zealand made Ball Valve is available for both concrete and plastic 
tanks.

Photo credit: Chloe Hyde

PUMP BUDDY 
KIWIKIT: PB

The PumpBuddy, 25 or 32 mm, valve allows for variable minimum and 
maximum water levelswithin a water tank. Full-flow operation, the pump 
runs unrestricted until tank is full. This reduces pump run time, saves 
electricity and increases pump life.

Benefits:
• A high volume water inlet control device.
• Variable adjustment between minimum and maximum water levels.
• Reduces pump run time (saves electricity).
• Increases pump life.
• Working pressure: 55 -1200 kPa (8 – 150 psi).

Maximum water temperature: 60 degrees centigrade.
Minimum water temperature: 1 degree centigrade.

Quality water fittings, 
manufactured from 
UV resistant, quality 
materials.

PRICE:       £43.75

PRICE:       £41.00

PRICE:       £88.50
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WATER FITTINGS WATER FITTINGS

VISIBALL - WATER LEVEL INDICATOR 
KIWIKIT: VSB

Highly visible water level indicator for large water tanks and reservoirs.
Innovative unit-ball joint will suit any tank installation regardless of roof 
angle.
• Easily adjusted using the patented Uni-Ball Joint.
• Uni-ball adjusts to any water tank roof angle.
• Suitable for all tanks.
• Manufactured from UV resistant quality materials.

Stainless steel tube 2m. Top float 115mm, bottom float 150mm
Manufactured from UV resistant, quality materials.

XCESS VALVE
KIWIKIT: XS20/25

WATER FITTINGSWATER FITTINGS

• Very high flow rate. 500L/min @1200kPa (175psi)
• Camlock compatible.
• Two sizes in one valve.
• No tools required for servicing.
• Plunger is removable without  

removing arm.
• Arm can be locked shut to stop flow.
• Cord and nipple included.     

APEX
VALVES
Get in touch  
with Su to find  
out more!

SU DOWNES
07931304121
01588500123

Water is so important for cow health  
and milk production, are your cows 
getting enough??

APEX® trough valves are designed in New Zealand  
and composed of durable high grade and UV stabilised 
materials for long-lasting outperformance.  The armless 
design reduces the likelihood of livestock damage. The 
valves have a high flow rate of up to 425 litres a minute 
(95 gal/min) to maximize flow and fill rates with a working 
pressure range of 30-1200kPa (4-175 psi).   

The Apex Xtraflo Longtail (XFTE-LT) valve 25mm with 
integral back plate is designed for use in thin walled/plastic 
tanks.

The Apex Xtraflo Shorttail (XFTE) valve 25mm with 
extension is designed for use in thick walled/concrete 
tanks. 

The Apex Xtraflo ball valves are easy to install, operate 
and are fully serviceable with a patented self- cleaning 
mechanism and only 3 internal moving parts. 

Less parts = less problems! 

PRICE:       £149.00

PRICE:       £25.75
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WATER FITTINGS WATER FITTINGS

ANKA HOSE END NOZZLES 
KIWIKIT: 
25MM: WG401
32MM: WG403 
40MM: WG304

ANKA Hose Nozzles are strong and robust with a quick action on/off 
movement to a fully adjustable spray pattern which gives very high flow 
rates to insure a fast wash-down time. Hose end fitting included (not 
shown in photo).

• Uniquely designed outer ring; which protects the nozzle from
• high impact and excessive wear.
• Quick Action on/off; for complete control
• Fully adjustable; wide spray pattern to a full bore flow.
• Serviceable; nozzles can be taken apart for servicing. Repair kits available. 40M:      £38.90

32M:      £38.90

25M:      £26.15

STARK HOSE SWIVELS
KIWIKIT: X
12MM: HS12
19MM: HS19 
25MM: HS25
32MM: HS32 
40MM: HS40 

WATER FITTINGSWATER FITTINGS

• Prevents kinks in a hose.       
• Ideal for parlour yard or garden.
• Sizes from 12mm to 40mm.
• Fit one to every 15-20 metres of hose   

ANKA SERVICE KIT(S)
KIWIKIT: 
20/25M: WG420A
32/40M: WG420B

The Kit contains two O rings, a replacement bolt and nut 
and the cap for the end of the nozzle. The Nozzle is easy 
to take apart and repair. Available for two sizes, 20/25M 
or 32/40M.

LOW/HIGH PRESSURE DIAPHRAGM REPLACEMENT
KIWIKIT:  PXFD2PBIGBOY RESERVOIR VALVE 

KIWIKIT: BB

Pump fed large storage tanks and/or reservoirs - It allows for a single level 
or variable minimum and maximum water levels within areservoir/tank.

• Gravity fed large storage tanks and/or reservoirs - It allows for a single 
level or variable minimum and maximum water levels within a reservoir/
tank. 

• Rain Harvesting - as a back up water supply control valve, providing a 
backup supply of water in the event of demand exceeding rainfall.

• Enormous flow rate – up to 1500 L/min at 1200kPa

32mm, 
40mm and 
50mm valves 
available          
BB32/40/50.

FROM:       £6.25

19MM PRICE:      £9.00

12MM PRICE:      £7.40

25MM PRICE:      £16.50

40MM PRICE:      £22.00

32MM PRICE:      £18.00

PRICE:       £2.30

PRICE:       £102.50
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SKINCARE & SUNDRIES

SKINCARE

SKINCARE &
SUNDRIES

SKINCARE

MERINO SKINCREAM 
KIWIKIT: 
50G: MHC50
100G: MHC100
200G: MHC200
240G: MHC240
500G: MHC500

MERINO COLLAGEN CREAM 
KIWIKIT: MCC100

MERINO PLACENTA CREAM 
KIWIKIT: MPC50

MERINO LANOLIN BODY TREATMENT TUBE 
KIWIKIT: MBT200

• Contains non-greasy fractions of natural lanolin,  
blended with oils, waxes and glycerine.

• An exceptionally good cream for helping sore chapped  
skin to heal and maintain skin health.

• Excellent barrier properties , prevents skin being leached  
of its natural moisture and oils.

• Use before working outside and re-apply after washing hands to ensure exceptional 
suppleness of the skin and prevention from dryness, hard skin and chapping.

• Suitable for all skin types.

• Collagen for vibrant skin. Marine (sea)  
Collagen softens and rejuvenates skin

• For face and neck
• 100g

• Stimulates the repair of sun-damaged and wrinkled 
skin. A combination of pure New Zealand ovine (sheep)

• Placenta extract, Lanolin, Vitamin B5, C and E and 
Propolis work together to leave the skin silky smooth. 

• 50g

• Merino Body Treatment Tube 200ml
• Contains non-greasy fractions of natural lanolin,  

blended with oils, waxes and glycerine.
• An exceptionally good cream for helping sore chapped  

skin to heal and maintain skin health.
• Excellent barrier properties , prevents skin being leached  

of its natural moisture and oils.
• Use before working outside and re-apply after washing  

hands to ensure exceptional suppleness of the skin and  
prevention from dryness, hard skin and chapping.

• Suitable for all skin types.500g       £22.50

240g:       £14.50

200g:       £11.40

100g        £9.15

50g           £5.95

Photo credit: Geraint Jones

PRICE:       £22.95

PRICE:       £22.50

PRICE:       £12.50
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SKINCARE SKINCARE

MERINO ALOE VERA GEL 
KIWIKIT: MAVG250

• Merino 97% Pure Aloe Vera Gel available in 100g or 250g tubes.
• 97% Pure Aloe Vera Extract Hypoallergenic.  Renowned for its natural healing 

qualities merino Aloe vera Gel cools and calms the skin.
• Merino Aloe Vera contains pure extract of the inner leaf for optimum 

effectiveness. Provides soothing relief from windburn, sunburn, skin 
irritations, bird, stings and rashes.

• Not tested on animals.

ALPINE SILK MANUKA HONEY HAND & NAIL CREME 
KIWIKIT: ASM208

• Enriched with Sweet Almond Oil, Keratin & Vitamin A & E.
• Manuka Honey will work to reduce redness and skin imperfections whilst 

assisting in the reduction of fine lines.
• Intensively hydrates and helps repair nails.
• 85ml tube.

ALPINE SILK MANUKA HONEY NOURISHING LIP BALM
KIWIKIT: ASM209

• Enriched with Pure Lanolin, Aloe Vera, Jojoba & Vitamin E.
• Moisturises and nourishes dry lips.
• Manuka Honey and Vitamin E helps prevent lips from chapping.
• Jojoba Oil naturally restores moisture levels.
• 5g stick.

SKINCARE & SUNDRIESSKINCARE & SUNDRIES

WATER FITTINGS 

WATER FITTINGS

SKINCARE

Get in touch  
with Sarah to find  
out more about our 
skincare range!

The current record sits at tagging 100 slaughter lambs in half an 
hour, so if anyone thinks they can beat that do let me know!

SARAH PEARCE

07903385255
01584 879959 

Keep your skin happy, healthy  
and hydrated.
When working out in all weathers our skin needs 
additional support to help stay healthy and hydrated. 
We have two distinct ranges, the Alpine Silk Manuka 
Honey range, and the Merino Lanolin range.Lanolin is an 
oil extracted from wool, refined, and used in the Merino 
products.  
 
The natural oil in sheep’s wool is an exceptional 
moisturiser which soothes skin cells and provides a 
protective barrier against the elements. Manuka Honey 
has long been used for medicinal and therapeutic 
purposes due to its antioxidant and powerful antibacterial 
properties. It contains Internationally Certified UMF 
Manuka Honey. When applied to skin, manuka honey 
locks that moisture in, retaining it for longer periods. 

These products are exceptionally good value  
and very high quality.  

PRICE:       £12.50

PRICE:       £5.25

PRICE:       £3.65
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SKIN CARE SUNDRIES

SHOWA DOUBLE WORK GLOVE 
KIWIKIT: 
MEDIUM: SHO4952
LARGE: SHO4953
EXTRA LARGE:  SHO4954

•  We have trialled these on the farm Verdict: 
Fantastic!!

•  Strong outer gloves to cope with oil, chemicals and 
muck.

•  Knitted thermal inner glove with elasticated wrist 
grip which removes for washing.

•  Great for farm bike, moving fences and all those jobs 
where your hands go numb in cold weather.

COW HOBBLE 
KIWIKIT: CH07

• Extra Heavy Duty 3” 
Nylon Yellow 

• The toughest wearing cow hobble on the market.

SKINCARE & SUNDRIESSKINCARE & SUNDRIES

TAILWELL 2 TAIL TRIMMER 
KIWIKIT: 214 260

The Tailwell 2 Tail Trimmer is a cordless drill attachment used to quickly 
and effectively trim the tail hair of dairy cattle.Trimming with the Tailwell 
2 keeps the udder cleaner to reduce milk prep time.Works quietly and 
creates a smooth haircut in a maximum of 4 seconds per tail

ALPINE SILK MANUKA HONEY REVITALISING SPF30 DAY CREME 
KIWIKIT: ASM201

• Enriched with Sweet Almond Oil, Rosehip Oil and Vitamin 
A & E.

• UV sun protection helps prevent premature ageing of skin 
cells.

• Takes advantage of Manuka Honey’s antibacterial 
properties.

• 100g pot.

ALPINE SILK MANUKA HONEY ULTRA REPLENISHING NIGHT CREME 
KIWIKIT: ASM202

• Enriched with Sweet Almond Oil, Evening Primrose Oil, Shea Butter, 
Collagen & Vitamin A & E.

• Helps heal and repair skin.
• Manuka Honey is boosted with Collagen to assist skin’s firmness and 

elasticity.
• Vitamin E’s antioxidant properties help skin feel soft and moisturised.
• 100g pot.

ALPINE SILK MANUKA HONEY ULTRA REJUVENATING SERUM
KIWIKIT: ASM206

• Enriched with Gold Flakes, Placenta, Collagen, Aloe Vera & Vitamin E.
• Pure 23 carat gold is a natural anti-inflammatory encouraging skin clarity and 

anti-ageing control.
• Helps reduce appearance of imperfections and an uneven skin tone.
• 30ml bottle.

PRICE:       £17.50

PRICE:       £38.00

PRICE:       £275.00

PRICE:       £7.25

PRICE:       £7.25

PRICE:       £9.25
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We at KiwiKit & ROXAN are trying to hold our prices as much as 
possible by looking at improved buying whilst maintaining the quality 

we aim to offer.

Currency changes are constantly affecting purchase of stock but we 
continue to try to  minimise increases to our customers as much as 
possible and are delighted to decrease some prices to you this year.

We do however, reserve the right to change the pricing where 
necessary due to circumstances beyond our control. E&OE.

Goods remain the property of KiwiKit Ltd and (or) ROXAN  
until fully paid for.

Prices do not include Vat. 

Thank you for your custom.

WISH-LIST
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ROXAN MAIN OFFICE
01750 724 110
Pheasant Mill, Dunsdale Road,
Selkirk
Scottish Borders
TD7 5DZ

KIWIKIT MAIN OFFICE & STORE
01584 879 959
Unit 6, Aston Hill Road
Craven Arms Business Park
Craven Arms
Shropshire
SY7 8NU

enquiries@kiwikit.co.uk

KIWIKIT WELSH OFFICE & STORE
01239 213120
Unit 8a, Parc Gwynfryn
Crymych
Pembrokeshire
SA41 3RQ

“How impressed I am with the care and 
attention you have given us. We are only a 
tiny customer but you have made us feel 
very important and worthwhile. We shall 

recommend Roxan to anyone who asks us.”

Mrs Brown, Gloucestershire 

“Thank you for your efficient delivery of our 
tags.  We received them Saturday.  Most 

impressed.”

Sue Andrews

“Thank you very much for the fantastic, fast 
and efficient service - really appreciated.”

Ruth McColl 

Our customers say...


